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Abstract

Abstract

This thesis deals with the fabrication and manufacturing of novel hybrid nanostructures

with enhanced functionality，particularly core-shell hybrid nanomaterials，2D nanostructured

materials and surfaces，and polymer nanocomposites．The study includes four parts；in the

first part，core-shell hybrid nanocomposites composed of ZnO nanorods／Ag nanoparticles

were prepared by a very simple chemical technique．ZnO nanorods were employed as core

material for Ag seeds，and subsequent nucleation and gosh of Ag nanoparticle by a cationic

surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide(CTAB)formed the ZnO nanorods／Ag core-

shell nanocomposites and its morphological and optical properties have been investigated．

The integration of semiconductor and noble metal nanoparticles、加m controlled s仃uctLlre at

the nanoscale Can effectively combine v撕ous effects specific to the different domains of the

nanocomposite for better application versatility．This work demonstrates that Ag

nanoparticles、^，ith an average diameter of 20 nl／1 were coated onto the surface of hexagonal

phase ZnO nanorods with a minimum amount of 0．09 mm01 concentration of CTAB．The

excitonic absorption band and surface plasmon absorption band of the ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposites show red—shifts relative to pristine ZnO nanorods and metallic Ag

nanoparticles．The coating of Ag nanoparticles onto the ZnO nanorods display red—shift in the

near band edge luminescence spectra and a reasonable detraction in the deep level emission

spectra compared with the pure ZnO nanorods．

In the second part，palladium (Pd) octahedral and spherical nanocrystals were

successfully synthesized on reduced graphene oxide(GO)by surface adsorption of HE and

CO in the presence of capping agent poly(vinylypyrrolidone)(PVP)．Their comparative

studies as anode material for direct methanol fuel cells(DMFCs)have been measured by

hydrogen evolution reaction(HER)performance and methanol oxidation reaction(MOR)

activity were studied in HCl04 acidic media．Pd octahedral nanocrystals have shown the low

onset potential in the HER region and specific MOR activity of ca．4．3 mA cm‘Z and mass

activity of ca．5300 mA mg～Pd much higher than that of spherical nanocrystals．This result

Can be attributed to the abundance of(1 1 1)facets on the Pd octahedral shaped nanocrystals．

Moreover，bimetallic PdPt nanoparticles of different compositions were anchored on

graphene sheets through a novel and facile route and its electrocatalytic properties including

methanol oxidation reaction(MOR)，oxygen reduction reaction(ORR)and methanol tolerant

oxygen reduction reaction(MORR)were evaluated in HCl04 solution．The as—synthesized
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GO／PdPt composites showed higher electrocatalytic activity，higher specific ORR activity

and excellent poisoning tolerance for the methanol electro_oxidation compared V，lm grapnene

suppoIrted monometallic catalyst，due to the combined effect of the composite讹眦que
properties of graphene and alloying of Pd with Pt．

In the third part，we developed a facile and novel hydrothermal route for the synthesls of

3D MoS2／GO．CNT hybrid nanostructure and explored their practical application m hydrogen

ev01ution reactions．This new type of 3D networked structure was hydrothefinally

svnⅡlesized through an aqueous dispersion of GO and CNT，followed by the anchoring of

MoS2 nanoparticles on the surfaces of GO—CNT．Th．is temary composffe shows supenor

electrocatalytic activity and stability in the hydrogen evolution reaction(HER)with a low

onset potential of only 35 mV，a Tafel slope

current density of 2．02×1 0‘4 mA．The superior

of～38 mV／decade and an apparent exchange

hydrogen evolution activity stemmed from the

synergistic effect of the MoS2 with electrocatalytically active edge sites and excellent

elecmcal coupling to the underlying graphene and CNTs network·

In the last and fourth part，bulk transparent polymer_inorganic nanocomposltes were

produeed by a novel synthesis method and its optical and thermal properties have been

inveStigated．Morphological study on the nanocomposite reveals that a homogenous

dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles was achieved in the PMMA matrix·A reasonable 1ncrease m

themal aIld optical properties
was also observed after loading a small amount of ZnO

nanoparticles．Moreover，the PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites films were highly transparent and

Dossess good absorpfion of light in the UV region which can strongly shield harmful UV light

for human health．

ComDrehensive characterization of the hybrid materials synthesized in this work has

been underta玉汜n using a wide range of techniques；scanning electron microscopy(SEM)and

field emission SEM(FESEM)，transmission electron microscopy(TEM)and high resolution

TEM(HRTEM)．X．ray diffraction(XRD)，Raman spectroscopy，X。ray photoelec仃on

spec仃ome姆(x2s)，UV．Vis and photoluminescence(PL)，thermo gravimetric analysls

(TGAl，and differential scanning calorimetry(DSC)．

Keywords：Hybrid nanostructures；methanol oxidation reaction；oxygen reduction reaction；

methanol tolerant oxygen reduction reaction；hydrogen evolution reaction
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1．1 Introduction

Chaper 1 Introduction

1．1．1 Background and Motivation

Hybrid nanostructures have engrossed substantial interest during the recent years，

explicitly because of the opportunity that this peculiar type of nanostructures intends to

design materials with advanced and excellent physical，optical，chemical and mechanical

properties[1-4]．The attractiveness of hybrid nanostructures is that various functions can be

combined into one system for particular applications．Moreover，the interactions at the

nanoscale between different components Can prominently promote the overall application

performance of the nanostructured system and even generate innovative synergistic properties

L3J．Such hybrid nanostructure constituents composed of a semiconductor and a noble metal，

graphene oxide and noble metals， graphene oxide—carbon nanotubes and metal

dichalcogenides，and polymer nanocomposites are of pronounced importance，because of

their innovative physical and chemical properties，besides they offer the opportunity to

modify the optical properties，including absorption，emission，and concentration of

electromagnetic radiation，the electrocatalytic phenomenon，including water-splitting，oxygen

reduction and methanol oxidation reactions[6-10]．These properties alloW the hybrid

nanostructure to be used in the development of fuel cells，optoelectronic and sensing devices，

and in the optimization of photovoltaic，electrocatalytic and photocatalytic systems．

Core-shell nanostructures have got great attraction in the last decade，since these

nanostructures have emerged at the boundary between materials chemistry and many other

fields，such as electronics，biomedical，pharmaceutical，optics，and catalysis．Core．shell

nanostructures are extremely functional materials with modified properties．Hybrid

nanostructures composed of core-shell nanomaterials Can be categorized based on single or

multiple materials into simple and core-shell or composite nanostmctures．The core-shell type

nanoparticles Can be mostly defined as comprising a core inner material)and a shell(outer

layer material)．These Can comprise of an extensive range of different combinations in close

interaction， including inorganic／inorganic， inorganic／organic， organic／inorganic， and

organic／organic materials．The selection of shell material of the core．shell nanostructure is

generally strongly dependent on the final application and use[1 1-14]．Core．shell material

composed of inorganic／inorganic materials such as semiconductor and metal have got great

attention in the recent years．The optical enhancement is the most prominent feature required
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for a semiconductor to be used in optoelectronics and photovoltaic devices．Actually most of

the semiconductors have defects in their structure and their optical emission spectra are

accompanied with the defects emission spectra．Consider the case of ZnO which have oxygen

vacancies localized on its surface and these defects are responsible for the defect emission in

the visible region．Therefore，noble metal nanoparticles such as Ag are coated on ZnO．The

captured Ag nanoparticles Can interact、析th the surface defects．This in term will change the

defect structures and lead to the passivation of deep defect activity．Consequently，more

energetic electrons in the conduction band recombine wim the holes in the valence band；

therefore the band gap emission is enhanced．

The constantly increasing use of fossil fuels，together with the limited supply of the

natural resources，has encouraged for the serious search of renewable and ecological SOurCeS

of energy．In various applications，methanol fuel cells have grown into attractive contenders

in transportation and electrical power generation，particularly for mobile and transportable

applications due to their stimulating performance．Regardless of their great potential as a

proficient device to convert chemical energy into electric energy，methanol fuel cells do have

their own severe limitations that stop them from being scaled up for commercial applications

[15-191．Both the methanol oxidation reaction and the oxygen reduction reaction require a

catalyst to lower their electrochemical overpotentials and to attain high voltage output，and Pt

based nanomaterials have been the general choice of catalyst for both reactions．Though，such

promising devices always involve noble metal catalysts，such as Pt，to gain low overpotential

and faster kinetics of their slow half-cell reactions(such as oxygen reduction reaction and

hydrogen evolution reaction)for practical applications．Thus，developing innovative

nanoelectrocatalysts and thus refining the performances of fuel cells is extremely compulsory

and remains a great challenge．The catalyst made of a single Pt component Can hardly meet

the increasing demands of industrial applications at low costs due to its extreme shortage and

high price．It is also very challenging to enhance the mass activity of the monometallic

catalyst of Pt because only the outermost few layers of Pt atoms in the catalyst are essentially

needed in catalyzing a reaction．Furthermore，its susceptibility towards reaction poisons(e．g．，

CO poison)usually happening in the presence of Pt remains a serious limitation to many

applications．In order to circumvent these problems，great efforts have been focused on the

development of bimetallic structures that combine Pt witll another metal having relatively

cost—effective and plentiful features．Various metals have been used to form bimetals、析m Pt

and they have shown great catalytic properties．These single Pt materials and bimetallic

materials require a matrix for the efficient transfer of electrons．Graphene oxide is the one

2
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used as matrix materials and also extensively used in electrochemistry because of its 10w

Pnce，appro’priate electrocatalytic activity for a range of redox reactions，wide potential

window‘and reasonably inert
electrochemistry．Combining the excellent elec仃ocatalv廿c

activities of noble metal nanostructures with the coalescing effect of鲫hene oxide，

graphene oxlde／noble metal hybrids have emerged as a different kind of nanocompoSites and

acknowledged great attention in
electrocatalysis[20-24]．

1he mechanism of all elctrocatalysis occurs through typical experimental set．up which

1s generally conslsts of electrodes，electrolyte，an electrochemical cell，a11d a11 extemal circuit

wlth a mechanism that permits the experimentalist to switch and observe the paraIlleters such
as potentlal or current·The word electrocataiysis is an indication to the optimization of an

electrode processes through a careful design of the electrode material aJld the envir0Iunents

of the electrolyte．

1n the field of heterogeneous catalysis，the main role of the catalyst is to incFease the

rate of a chemical reaction by giving a low energy pathway for the reaction to follow．The

c删yst does not contribute as a reactant and it is not consumed in the reaction process．The

use of a catalyst also does not disturb the position of the equilibrim．The r01e of an

electrocatalyst Can be described in a similar manner．The electrocatalyst is a material．

generallY a solid electrode，which accelerates an electrochemical reaction谢thout bemg

consuln∞In the chemical process．Therefore，an electrocatalyst caIl be aSs啪ed as a

neterogeneous catalyst for an electrochemical process．The activity of an electrocatalvst

towards a specific reaction is marked by its capability to increase the s协d2urd rate constant of

the reactlon·This increase in the rate constant is usually observed as an increase in the胁adic
cUlTent ot the reaction哆In terms of hydrogen evolution reactions an excellent catalvst

defined as an electrode is said to have good electrocatalytic activity for a reaction when ttle

excnange currem density is high and the Tafel slope is small．For this purpose layered

matenaIs haVe been extensively used in hydrogen evolution reactions in their pristine forms
as well as doped and composite forms．MoS2 nanostructures have been generallV used as

catalYsts m catalytic reactions such as hydrogen evolution reactions．The catalytic activity is

usuallY attributed to the unsaturated sites at the particle edge surfaces，parallel to the

nexago删aXIS of lamellar MoS2 structures．The integration of layered MoS2 witll me

morph01091cally compatible graphene has also shown promise in increasing the c删vtic
activity·The addition of graphene to MoS2 increases the electronic conductivity of the

electrode，thereby improving the overall activity【261．Furthermore，MoS2 is hybridized with

multiwall CNTs to increase its electrical conductivity and the prepared catalysts presemed
j
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Chapter 1 Introduction

graphene oxide electrodes by employing conventional and advanced electrochemical

methods．

The third type of material considered is 3D hybrid nanostructured ternary composite of

MoS2，graphene oxide and MWCNTs．The objective of the work was to achieve high

performance electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolmion reaction by fabricating ternary composite

where a 3D network of graphene oxide and CNTs were coated with MoS2．This work was

done for the first time．

The fourth material considered is nanostructured composite of inorganic nanoparticles

dispersed in polymeric matrix．The objective of the work is the fabrication and engineering of

transparent bulk nanocomposite where the nanoparticles are very homogenously dispersed

into the matrix．For this part of the thesis，we studied and developed a method for the

fabrication of PMMA-ZnO hybrid materials and evaluated the effectiveness of this material

forUV absorption and UV shielding．

1．3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as a collection of individual chapters and includes five scientific

papers presented for publication in peer reviewed journals．The main emphases of this

dissertation are realizing high quality hybrid nanostructures and the development of

performance enhanced development of fuel cells，optoelectronic and sensing devices，and

electrocatalytic systems．Chapters two，three，four，five and six are the scientific papers．

Starting the thesis by giving a background and motivation，and obj ectives highlighted by the

author，the chapters of this thesis are organized as below：

Chapter 2，synthesis and characterization of ZnO／Ag core．Shell nanocomposites，is

already published in Journal of Alloys and Compounds．This chapter emphasizes on the

synthesis of ZnO nanorods and the coating of Ag nanoparticles on the surfaces of ZnO

nanorods through a cationic surfactant CTAB．CTAB was used for the first time to coat ZnO

nanorods．The as‘prepared core-shell nanomaterials shows some good properties related to

optical phenomenon．

Chapter 3，synthesis and characterization of octahedral and spherical nanocrystab on

graphene oxide fo，．electrocatalytic applications of methanol oxidation reac疗on，is intended

for publication in Advanced Material Letters and deals with the shape controlled synthesis of

Pd nanocrystals supported on graphene oxide and its electrocatalytic performance towards

methanO】oxidation reaction
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Chapter 4，preparation and characterization of Pd—Pt bimetallic alloy on graphene

oxide and its electrocatalytic properties，is already published in the Journal of Power

Sources．This chapter deals with the preparation of Pd—Pt bimetallic alloy supported on

graphene oxide with a reducing gas CO．The bimetallic were characterized for

electrocatalytic applications related methanol oxidation reaction，oxygen reduction reaction

and methanol tolerant oxygen reduction reaction．

Chapter 5，synthesis and characterization of MoS2／GO-CNT composite fo厂

electrocatalytic applications of hydrogen evolution reactions，is intended for publication in

Nano Re．search and deals with the preparation of ternary MoS2／GO-CNT composite and its

electrochemical performance towards hydrogen evolution reactions．

Chapter 6，synthesis and characterization of ZnO／PMMA polymer nanocomposites，is

already published in Applied Physics A．This chapter focuses on the synthesis of solution

mixing method of ZnO nanoparticles in the PMMA matrix through a solvent DMAc．The as—

prepared polymer nanocomposite was studied for its optical and thermal properties．
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Chaper 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core-sheu

Nanocomposites

2．1 Introduction

Hybrid naJlostructures have induced substantial interest during the last era,more

import训v because of the probability that this new type of system deals with the deslgn of

materials with advanced and excellent physical chemistry properties州·The beauty of

hybrid nanostm眦es is that numerous functions Can be combined into one system士or

sDecijcic uses【6·71．In addition，the interactions at the nanoscale between different components

can greatly e11llance the whole application performance of the nanostmctured system and

even form i皿ovative synergistic properties．These
kinds of hybrid nanostructure matenals

us砌1y composed of a semiconductor and a noble metal are of pronounced importance，

because of their innovative physical and chemical properties，in
addition meY offer the

chance to modify the optical system，including absorption and emission phenomena，吼d the

concentration of elec仃omagnetic radiations M】．These properties allow the nanocomposlte

to be used in me adVancement of optoelectronic
and sensing devices and m the

miniat嘶zati。n。fph。t。v。itaic and ph。tocatalytic systems[1 1。131．

Among t11e best renoWned semiconductor materials used in hybrid nanostmctures 1s

Zinc Oxide(Zn0)．It is a semiconductor with a wide bandgap of 3．37 eV，a huge eXciton

binding energy of 60 meV and outstanding radiationhardness吵The present meoretlcal a11d

experimental work specified to ZnO nanostructures is apprehensive with the 1mproVement ot

its optical properties．Various
nanostructures of ZnO also exhibit piezoelectricity，缸a11Sp缸ent

conductivity，and feHomagnetic and gas sensing properties[15-171．These
features are strongly

dependent on the size，shapes，crystallinity，doping
and surface modification of ZnO

nanostmctures as reported by various authors in the literature-For that reason,dlfierent

stmctures of ZnO on the micro and nanoscale level have been prepared， for example

nanoDarticles， nanotubes， nanorods， nanowires， and other morphologles， Vla sol。geI，

hvdrothemal，template，thermal decomposition，physical sputtering，chemical bam deposltlon

and etc．[18-23]．Among the most famous noble metal materials extensively used in hybnd

naJlostmctures is silver(Ag)．The incorporation of Ag nanoparticles toge‘her with ZnO

nanOrods can o彘r exceptional properties in electronic，optical，and thermal systems。 ’·

Currennv． mere have been many reports on the synthesis of ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposites by coating ZnO with either a metal nanoparticle or a dielectnc layer，the

R
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core-Shell Nanocomposites

near．band．gap emission(NBE)intensity Can be either improved[24-27]，or quenched[28,29]．

Especially，direct metal covering seems to be an effective way of enhancing the NBE due to

surface plasmon coupling[24-27]．Numerous metals have been verified to be able to enhance

the NBE emission of ZnO[24-271．Though，plenty of contrary results have also been shown in

the literature about the influence of metals on the NBE emission of ZnO．For instance，Cheng

et a1．．【30】reported the boosted NBE luminescence of ZnO nanorods after capping Au

nanoparticles，while Lai et a1．，【31】disclosed that Au had a trivial effect on the emission

enhancement of ZnO film．Richters et a1．，[321 experimentally observed that the deposition of

five different metals on ZnO nanowires would all shrink their comparative intensity of NBE

emission．These unpredictable results show that the mechanism behind the luminescence

improvement or detraction of metal coated ZnO is reasonably complicated．In most of the

circumstances，the NBE emission enhancement of ZnO Can be ascribed to the coupling

between surface plasmons of metals and excitons of ZnO[30,311．Many other aspects，however，

have also been testified to take impact in some circumstances，for example the diffusion of

metals into ZnO【33】，1 the spontaneous hydrogen incorporation in ZnO‘321，and the separation

space between ZnO and metals【291．

However，most of these reports emphasize on the physical methods to make vertical

aligned ZnO nanorods from the seeds of ZnO thin films coated with Ag nanoparticles．

Amongst the chemical method applied，Mahanti et a1．，reported the synthesis of Ag

nanoparticles spin coated on vertically grown ZnO nanorod arrays and found a 1 0-times

improvement in the near band edge emission[341．Hong et a1．．integrated Ag nanoparticles

with uniform size distribution，which were synthesized by using trisodium citrate as a

capping agent．on ZnO thin films through photochemical solution deposition technique【241．It

was reported that the electrical resistance increases and transmittance decrease for the

composite film．Recently，Li et a1．，prepared ZnO／Ag core—shell nanocomposites through the

pre．activation of ZnO nanorods and the nucleation and subsequent growth of Ag

nanoparticles on the surfaces of ZnO nanorods【35】．It Was found that the photoluminescence

spectra of the ZnO／Ag core-shell nanocomposite were absolutely quenched．

In this chapter，we emphasize on the development of a simplistic solution based method

to synthesize ZnO／Ag core-shell nanocomposite through a cationic surfactant CTAB，and

predominantly investigate the structural，morphological and optical properties of the as-

prepared core—shell nanocomposites．In this technique，we initially，apply the cationic

surfactant CTAB to overcome the poor dispersion of ZnO nanorods fNRs)in an aqueous

solution and afterwards attain uniform deposition of Ag nanoparticles on ZnO nanorods in a

9
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controlled environment．The morphological，s由n且ctLIral and optical properties of ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposite with an altered concentration of AgN03 and CTAB，and after annealing at

200”C were examined．In our results，we found out that Ag nanoDarticles Were

homogeneously coated on ZnO nanorods with a 0．09 mmol of CTAB and 0．7 mmol of

AgN03 concentration．The subsequent UV absorption has red．shifted and NBE is suppressed．

and deep level emission(DLE)is reduced，showing the strong interracial contact between the

Ag nanoparticles and ZnO nanorods．

2．2 Experimental Details

2．2．1 Synthesis of ZnO Nanorods

ZnO nanorods were synthesized via a typical hydrothermal process using ZnCl2 as a

precursor material for initiating the chemical reaction．This solvothermal process was alreadv

reported by Zhu et a1．，【joJ．In a typical chemical route，0．649 of ZnCl2 and 0．50 g of

N2H4．H20 were mixed in 90 mL of deionized(DI)water under continuous stiHing．After

some time，slurry like white precipitate was formed promptly．After 1 5 minutes of continuous

stirring the mixture was transferred to a 1 00 mL

was sealed．The autoclave was well．maintained at

Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and

1 65 oC for 24 hours and gradually cooled

down to room temperature．Subsequently opening the lid of the autoclave，a white precipitate

Was formed at the bottom of the autoclave．The final product was centrifuged two times and

washed with alcohol and D1 water various times，and was air．dried in an oven at 80 oC．

2．2．2 Preparation of ZnO NRs／Ag core．-shell nanocomposite

In a typical synthesis，0．8 mmol of ZnO nanorods were dispersed in 50 mL D1 water

using ultrasonication for 30 minutes．After ultrasonication，0．09 mm01 of CTAB was

dissolved in the above solution under constant continuous stirring．The solution Was heated to

45。C under constant magnetic stirring and cooled down to room temperature slowlv．At

room temperature，a 25 mL aqueous solution of 0．8 mmol of AgN03 was graduallv added

dropwise to the ZnO nanorods-CTAB suspension under continuous magnetic stirring for 1

hour·In the last step，a 25 mL aqueous solution of 0．9 mmol of NaBH4 was added directlv to

the above solution under continuous magnetic stirring to reduce the Ag nanoparticles．The

solution was centrifuged two times，and washed with alcohol and D1 water aJld dried out

ovemight in an oven at 70 mC The sample having 0．8 mmol of ZnO NRDs，0．8 mm01 of

AgN03 and 0．09 mmol of CTAB was labelled as ZnO NRs／Ag．1．The concentration of

AgN03 was increased to 1．6 mmol while the concentration of CTABⅥ，as held constant for

】0
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization ofZnO／Ag Core·Shell Nanocomposites

the sample named as ZnO NRs／Ag-2．In

nanoparticles and to improve the crystallinity

annealed at 200 oC for 1 hour．

2．2．3 Characterization Tools

order to strengthen the bond between Ag

of the sample named ZnO NRs／Ag-1，it was

The prepared samples were structurally characterized and investigated by scanning

electron microscope(SEM)and field emission SEM(FESEM)equipped沥m EDX，

transmission electron microscope(TEM)，hi曲resolution TEM(HRTEM)and powder X-ray

diffraction(XRD)．The surface morphology of the samples Was examined by using field

emission scanning electron microscope(FESEM，JEOL，JSM一6700F)．The Compositional

analysis and concentration of elements were achieved by energy dispersive X—ray

spectroscopy(EDX)attached谢th FESEM．The microstructure，morphology and electron

diffraction pattern of the products Was also studied by transmission electron microscope

(HRTEM，JEM-20 1 0)．For TEM analysis，the powder was dispersed in ethanol and

ultrasonicated for 1 0 to 1 5 mins．A few drops from this solution were put down on the carbon

coated copper grid．The X—ray diffraction(XIm)patterns of the products were recorded using

Rigaku powder X-ray diffractometer with CuKal source(k--0．1 5405 nnl)in 0—20

configuration．Room temperature optical absorption spectra in the UV and visible wavelength

regions were recorded on a Schimadzu spectrophotometer(SOLID3 700)by dispersing the

samples in ethan01．Photoluminescence(PL)emission spectra and Rarnan spectra were

examined using Nd-YAG laser with a 325 nlTl excitation source and recording the

luminescence谢th a spectrometer together with a photomultiplier tube．

2．3 Results and Discussion

2．3．1 Morphology and Mechanism

A facile solution based synthetic route is applied to produce hybrid ZnO NRs／Ag core-

shell nanocomposite under ambient conditions．The formation of ZnO NRs／Ag core-shell

nanocomposite is based on the nucleation and growth of Ag nanoparticles through a cationic

surfactant CTAB and by the reduction of AgN03 on the selective and suitable surface sites of

ZnO nanorods．As a typical cationic surfactant，CTAB molecule has a positively charged

oleophilic head group and a long hydrophilic tail，and it Can form micelles at 33”C in water

[371．Micelles Can stabilize the substrates，intermediates or products through hydrophobic，

electrostatic，hydrogen bonding and Van der Walls forces【381．In Our case，we have found that
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CTAB can efficiently disperse ZnO nanorods and also serve as a soft templare for Ag

nanoparticles(Figure 2．1) 唑Moreover,the role of CTAB can be explained bv the

incorporation of silver nanoparticles onto the surface of CTAB micelles，which could slowlv

form Ag+／CTAB，AgBr／CTAB，and AgBr structures through their quatem戤y ammoIli姗
groups[41／,41J and then the reduction of Ag+i‘ons OCCur through NaBH4．The concentration of

both the capping molecules and reactive Ag+will have a great effect on tuning the size and

density of the deposited Ag nanoparticles．Under a condition where a smaller n眦lber of

CTAB molecules cap the ZnO nanorods or higher concentrations of volatile AgN01 are

present，the abundant Ag。ions have easy access to the ZnO nanorod surface，which promotes

nuclei formation and further particle growth．In the present case，we have onlv used 0．09

mmol of CTAB and O．7 mmol of AgN03．As the concentration of CTAB molecules increases

up to 2 mmol，no signs of Ag nanoparticle coaing on ZnO nanorods were observed(Figure
2．2c and 2．2d)．This result indicates that as the concentration of CTAB molecules increases

beyond 0．09 mmol，it can only stabilize Ag nanoparticles and there is also a great influence

occurred in the particle size of Ag nanoparticles．ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposite was also

prepared without using CTAB，and systematic investigations were carried out using FESEM

technlque·As expected·no signs of Ag nanoparticles coating were observed in the system

without using CTAB as shown in Figure 2．2a and 2．2b．

ZnO Nanorod

ZnO Nanorod／Ag N Ps

CTAB
。。————————哼

．NaBH4．．}————————_
Reduction

A矿 Ag+

A矿 ：

；Ag+i

Ag+

!Ag+

；A∥ }Ag+} }Ag+i1Ag"；
Ag+ Ag+ Ag+

Figure 2．1 Schematic rePresentation of the synthesis of ZnO NRs／Ag core．shell nanocompoSites．

The formation of Ag nanoparticles coated on ZnO nanorods is also observed from SEM，
FESEM and TEM images．The SEM studies depicted in Figure 2．3a and 2．3b indicated that

the morphology of hydrothermally grown ZnO is rod shaped．Figure 2．4a and 2．4b shows

typical TEM images of uncoated ZnO nanorods with an average diameter ofabout 50啪and
a 1ength of 500 nlTl，with smooth surfaces．MoreoVer，Figure 2．4b show typical TEM image of
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core—Shell Nanocomposites

an lndividual nanorod．The lnset of Figure 2．4 shows SAED pattern of the uncoated ZnO

nanorods and expose that the obtained ZnO nanorod exhibits single crystal with(002)growth

direction along the c-axis and Can be indexed as the hexagonal ZnO phase，which is in good

agreement丽th XRD results shown in Figure 2．7．High-resolution TEM(HRTEM)image of

a single ZnO nanorod shown in Figure 2．5a reveals that the ZnO nanorods are structurally

uniform and well—oriented lattice fringes of interplanar spacing is 0．25 nl'n，which

corresponds to the(101)plane ofZnO nanocrystal．

Figure 2．2 SEM and FESEM images of ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposite obtained(a)and(b)without using

CTAB(C)and(d)with 2 mmol of CTAB．

Figure 2．3c-d and Fig．2．4c—d show the FESEM and TEM images of Ag coated ZnO

nanorods．Low magnification FESEM image of ZnO NRs／Ag-1 nanocomposite is illustrated

in Figure 2．3c，where ZnO nanorods are uniformly coated with Ag nanoparticles．The

uniform coating is basically composed of a large number of spherical Ag nanoparticles with

different sizes，ranges from 1 0 to 3 0 nlrl．The average diameter of the Ag nanoparticle is

about 20nm．High magnification FESEM image shows that the surface of the ZnO nanorods

became rough after the Ag nanoparticles shell growth．Figure 2．3e and 2．3f shows that most

13
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core-Shell Nanocomposites

of the ZnO nanorods appeared to be uncovered with the increase in the concentration of Ag

nanoparticles，which indicates the poor interfacial interaction between ZnO nanorods and Ag

Figure 2．3 Low and high magnification SEM and FESEM images of(a)and(b)ZnO NRs，(c)and(d)ZnO

NRs／Ag一1 and(e)and(f)ZnO NRs／Ag-2．

The TEM images shown in Figure 2．4c and 2．4d further confirm the shell growth of Ag

nanoparticles shown in FESEM images．The apparent contrast in the TEM image between
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core-Shell Nanocomposites

ZnO core and the Ag nanoparticle shell offers evidence for the formation of ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposite．The images show that Ag nanoparticles are uniformly coated on ZnO

nanorods in different sizes．By comparison with Figure 2．4c，the ZnO nanorod appeared

much blacker and shadier in contrast than the uncoated ZnO nanorods，which iS characteristic

of the existence of Ag nanoparticles partially or entirely covered on ZnO nanorods surface．

Figure 2．4 TEM images of(a)and(b)ZnO NRs，(C)and(d)ZnO NRs／Ag一1 and(e)and(D ZnO NRs／Ag-

1 annealed at 200 oC．
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／Ag Core-Shell Nanocomposites

The HR．TEM image shown in Figure 2．5b again confirms the sharp interface between

ZnO nanorod core and the shell of Ag nanoparticles．The periodicity of the lattice fringes

obtained for the core is d=0．25 nnq，corresponding to the(101)planes of hexagonal ZnO，and

for the shell is d=0．236 nlTl，corresponding to the(1 1 1)planes of the metallic Ag诵tll FCC

crystal structure．Obviously，the lattice fringes of the two adjacent nanorod and nanoparticle

show different orientations and are interjected with an apparent boundary．Figure 2．4e and

2．4f show the TEM images ofthe ZnO NRs／Ag．1 nanocomposites annealed at 200”C。As can

be seen，the coating of Ag nanoparticles on ZnO nanorods rums out to be denser，and the

particles become more quenched after annealing．This result Can also be confirmed from the

XRD data，as the crystallite size decreases after annealing，the particles become more reduced

o

档

》
V
协
e
∞
¨
e

Figure 2．5 HRTEM images of(a)ZnO NRs and(b)ZnO NRs／Ag一1．

Energy《KeY》

Figure 2．6 EDX spectra of ZnO NRs／Ag一1 nanocomposite
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The elemental composition of the ZnO NRS／Ag一1 nanocomposite was carried out using

EDX integrated with FESEM instrument as expected in Figure 2．6．From EDX

measuremems，it can be seen that zinc，oxygen and silver are present in the core．shell

nanocomposite。The composition of Ag in the ZnO—NRs／Ag．1 nanocomposite is 1 3．66 at．％

of the total elements．The identified carbon and copper elements come from the amorphous

carbon coated copper鲥ds．

2．3．2 Structural Characterization

The structural and crystalline phases of pure ZnO nanorods and ZnO NRs／Ag core shell

nanocomposites were identified by X—ray diffraction studies．Figure 2．7a and 2．7b show the

XRD patterns of pure ZnO nanorods，ZnO NRs／Ag-1，ZnO NRs／Ag-2 and annealed ZnO

NRs／Ag。1 nanocomposite．The XRD pattem of pure ZnO nanorods shows a highly

crystalline hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO with a 1attice constant of a=3．245 and

c=5．197(JCPDS card no．36—1451)．In the XRD pattem of ZnO NRs／Ag core．shell

nanocomposite，diffraction peaks at 20=31．75(100)，34．39(002)，36．25(101)，47．61(102)，

56．61(1 10)，62．88(103)，66．37(200)，67．99(1 12)，and 69．1 1(201)corresponding to the

hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO nanorods，while additional peaks at 20=38．150(1 1 1)，

44．430(200)，64．540(220)and 77．5 10(3 1 1)clearly indicate the existence of the face

centered cubic(FCC)phase of the silver shell．Their diffraction angle positions and relative

intensities are in good agreement with the JCPDS card no．4-0783 of bulk silver，which

proves the formation of crystalline Ag nanoparticles．As the concentration of Ag is increased，

the relative intensity of the diffracting plane(1 1 1)also increased，and the relative intensity of

the pure ZnO diffracting plane(1 O1)decreased，which suggests that Ag nanoparticles coating

Can depress the intensities of high intensity peaks of pure ZnO nanorods．Figure 2．7b shows

the diffraction pattem of annealed ZnO NRs／Ag．1 at 200 oC．The relative intensity of the

diffracting planes at(1 1 1)，(200)，(220)and(3 1 1)increased after annealing，which indicates

that the crystallinity of Ag nanocrystals hadbeen improved to some extent．

The average crystallite size is calculated from the XRD pattem using the Scherer’S

equation L421(Equation 2．1】with the integral widths corrected with the standard Si sample

(Equation 2．2)using the Cauchy-Lorentzian fit．The crystallite size Was calculated from the

average of the high intensity peaks(100)，(002)and(1 01)of the hexagonal phases of ZnO

and high intensity peak(1 1 1)of face centered cubic phase of Ag．

L=0．9MflhkzcosO 2．1
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where．L is the average crystallite size，九is the wavelength(0．1 5405 nnl)of Cu疋，radiation，

13hI(1 is the instrumental corrected FWHM in radians and 0 is the scattering angle in degree·

The corrected instrurnental broadening for Lorentzian is given by

卢，己kz=fke口st￡red一卢￡nscrtlmenc口l 2．2

The caleulated crystallite size of pure ZnO nanorods estimated around 4 1nm and that of

A2 nanoparticles were found to be 3 1 nlTl．As the concen仃ation of Ag is increased the

crystallite size increases and reaches its maximum value of 44 nm for ZnO NRs／Ag·2 sample．

It is also found that the average crystallite size increased with annealing temperature，from 3 1

nnl to 37 nin when the sample was annealed to 200 uC．

20(deg) 20(deg)

Figure 2．7(a)XRD patterns ofpure ZnO NRs，ZnO NRs／Ag一1 and ZnO NRs／Ag。2 nanocomposites，and

(b)XRD patterns ofZnO NRs／Ag．1 nanocomposite annealed at 200 oC．

We have measured the Raman spectra in order to investigate the influence of Ag

nanoparticles on the Raman scattering of ZnO nanorods and whether any extra peak of Ag

exists in the Raman spectra of ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposite．The Raman scattering spectra of

ZnO nanorods is shown in Figure 2．8 with a 325 mn laser light(Nd：YAG)，as ail excitation

source．The Raman signals are very sensitive to the structure of the crystal as well as to the

defects in the crystal structure．The crystal structure of Zn0 is wurtzite(hexagonal)with

C6v．4(P63mc)point group symmetry and group theory predicts that there are two A1，two E1，

two E2 and two B1 modes，where two Bl modes are not Raman active and the other six modes

are Raman active[431．From the Figure 2．8，the peak at 439．6 cm～and 99．5 cm‘1 can be

ascribed to high and low E2 mode．The peak at 334．7 cmu is the second order Raman

spectrum originating from the zone boundary phonons 3E2H-E2L and the peak at 3 80。6 cm’1

can be labeled as AlT．It is clear from the Figure 2．8 that AlL mode and E1(10w)mode at

】R
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575．5 cm～and 588．3 cm～，respectively，are also observed but its intensity is very low．The

A1L mode is commonly associated with the oxygen vacancies，zinc interstitial and surface

Wavenumber(cm。)

Figure 2．8 Raman spectra of the pure ZnO NRs and ZnO NRs／Ag。I nanocomposite·

【44]
●

The Raman spectrum of ZnO NRs／Ag．1 nanocomposite is also shown in the Figure 2．8．

The main dominant peaks of ZnO nanorods at 43 9 cm以and 99 cm～，designated as E2(11i曲)

and E2(10w)，respectively，are also observed in the spectra of ZnO NRS／Ag‘1

nallocomposite．The result is consistent with XRD spectra of ZnO NRs／Ag‘1 nanocomposite·

In addition to the E2，the A1L mode with very low intensity Was also observed in the Raman

spectra of ZnO NRs／Ag．1 nanocomposite．Since the AIL mode is related to the defects such

as oxygen vacancy and zinc interstitial in ZnO，that is why，the low intensity of AlL mode

indicates that defect level is partly removed，and it is also consistent with the PL spectra

sho、Ⅳn in Figure 2．1 0，which shows that the deep level emission(DLE)spectra is suppressed

by coating of Ag nanoparticles on ZnO nanorods．The coating of Ag on ZnO nanorods is

自】rtber confirmed by observing the high-intensity peaks at 1 358 cm‘1 and 1 58 1 cm’1 in the

R锄a11 sDectra of ZnO NRS／Ag．1 nanocomposite．Other peaks at 1043 cm～，1 101 cm-1 and

1 1 66 cm～are also observed，which are related to Ag nanoparticles L4>4／J．
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2．3．3 Optical Properties

The optical properties of the obtained ZnO nanorods and ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposites

were monitored using UV．Vis spectroscopy。The optical absorption spectra of pure Zn0

nanorods，Pure Ag nanoparticles，ZnO NRs／Ag core·shell nanocomposites and annealed

nanocomposites are shown in Figure 2．9 and the detailed values are listed in Table 2．1．It iS

found that a distinct peak at about 374 nm(3．33 eV)is revealed for pure ZnO nanorods，

which is corresponding to the excitonic absorption．The pure Ag nanoparticles prepared

through the reduction of AgN03 by NaBI-h shows a broad surface plasmon absorption peak

centered at 41 1 nm(Figure 2．8)．The optical absorption spectra of ZnO NRs／Ag。1

nanocomposite and annealed nanocomposite show an excitonic absorption peak at about 3 77

nnl(3．29 eV)and surface plasmon absorption peaks at 443 nm and 4 1 8 nrll，respectively．

This result indicates a red．shift of 3 nlTl and 32 nlTl in the excitonic and surface plasmon

absorption band edge for the ZnO NRs／Ag-1 sample．While for the annealed sample，a red

shift of 3 nln and 7 nnl in the excitonic and surface plasmon absorption band edge was

0bserved．which is similar to the previouS reports【481．The reason for the red．shift in the

surface plasmon absorption band is due to the strong interracial coupling between ZnO

nanorod and Ag nanoparticle．The UV absorption of ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposite and

annealed nanocomposite also show a red—shift of about 4 nnl compared to pure ZnO

nanorods，which implies that the size of ZnO nanorods turns larger during synthesis of ZnO

NRs／Ag nanocomposites because the absorption shift of pure ZnO is typically associated to

tlleir change in sizes[491．

Moreover，the absorption spectra of ZnO NRDs／Ag-2 nanocomposite show an excitonic

absorption peak at about 350 n／n and surface plasmon peak at 407 IHn．This result shows a

blue shift of 24 nrn and 4 nl'n in the excitonic and surface plasmon absorption band edge，

respectively．The blue—shift in the surface plasmon indicates that there is no interfacial

coupling occurs between ZnO nanorods and Ag nanoparticles．This result is also evident from

FESEM images of ZnO NRS／Ag-2 nanomposites(Figure 2．2)，which clearly shows that Ag

nanoparticles are not coated on ZnO nanorods．

Figure 2．1 0 shows the PL emission spectra of the pure ZnO nanorods and ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposite and annealed nanocomposite recorded using an excitation at 325 rim．The PL

spectra of Pure ZnO nanorods show a strong UV emission at 3 8 4nm(3．23 eV)due to exciton

recombination and a broad deep level visible emission(DLE)ranging from 425-625 m'n，

centered at 498 nn'l，which is attributed to the recombination between the electrons in a de印

defect level Or a surface defect level and the holes in the valence band
Is0,s

1]．
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Wavelength(am)

Figure 2．9 UV—Vis absorption spectra of the pure ZnO NRs，Ag nanoparticles，ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposites．

Table 2．1 Optical measurements of ZnO NRs and ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposites．

Absorbance Band Surface Plasmon PL Band(nm)
Sample Name

(nm) Band(nm) NBE DLE

Zn0 NRs 374 384 498

Ag NPs 41 1

ZnO NRs／Ag一1 377 443 386 519

ZnO NRs／Ag--1--

AImealed at 200 oC
377 418 387 520

ZnONRs／Ag一2 350 403 383 519

The UV peak position is changed from 386 nl／1(3．2 1 eV)for ZnO NRs／Ag-1 and 387

nin(3．20 eV)for annealed nanocomposite(Figure 2．1 0)．Such red—shifts of UV peaks of ZnO

have also been reported in the literature[52-53]．Lai et aL，has observed a red．shift of 3．27 eV

to 3．22 eV in the UV peak position when Ag and Au have been used for capping ZnO【5 11．

Recently，Mahanti et a1．，【341 has observed a red．shift of 3．27．3．22 eV in the UV peak position
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when Ag was coated on vertically grown ZnO nanorods through a chemical solution based

route．A substantial red．shift has also been observed in ZnO／Ag／ZnO thin films[53J．The shift

is probably due to the strain in the ZnO nanorods as Ag nanoparticles get attached onto the

surface of the rods[53J．Such strain effect is also observed from our XIm results．ZnO

NRs／Ag-1 nanocrystals exhibit absorption in the UV and visible region as shown in Figure

2．9．The absorption edge at about 377 nnl is assigned to the absorption of Zn0

semiconductor．The absorption peak at 443 nlTl is the characteristic plasmon absorption of

silver nanoparticles in ZnO NRs／Ag一1 nanocrystals，and it is red shifted compared to that of

pure ZnO NRs and Ag NPs．It is evident that the red shift in the plasmon absorption is due to

the formation of ZnONRs／Ag nanocomposite．To further evaluate the shifting in the plasmon

absorption，we need more in—depth analysis．The plasmon absorption of silver is represented

by the following equation：

k=[47r2C(㈣2meffgoJ]i 2．3

where meff is the effective mass of the free electron of metal and N is the electron density of

the metal．From equation(2．3)，it Can be found that for Ag nanoparticles，the position of

plasmon absorption is related to the electron density of metallic Ag．When the electron

density of the metallic Ag decreases，the plasmon absorption(p)will increase accordingly

(i．e．，the red shift of the plasmon absorption)．The plasmon absorption band of the small Ag

nanoparticles prepared using N扭H4 reduction is around 4 1 l nm．Herein，the red shift of the

plasmon peak of silver suggests that the electron density of Ag decreases．The decrease in

electron density of the Ag nanocrystals is due to the transfer of electrons from the Ag

nanoparticles to the ZnO nanocrystals via ZnO-0 Ag bonds，which is caused by the work

function differences between Ag and ZnO nanocrystals．

For ZnO NRs／Ag一2 nanocomposite the UV emission OCCurS at 383 nnl(3．24 eV)，which

is blue-shifted compared to pure ZnO nanorods．This blue shift suggests that the coupling

between ZnO nanorod and Ag nanoparticle is very weak．This fact is also evident from the

absorption spectra(Figure 2．9)and FESEM images(Figure 2．4)．It is also clear from the

Figure 2．1 0 that a significant amount of change OCCurS in the visible emission due to Ag

loading under the present experimental conditions．The deep level emission(DLE)spectra

are almost suppressed due to Ag loading and annealing of the nanocomposite．On one hand，

the deep DLE peaks Can be reduced by the surface modification of Ag nanoparticles on ZnO

nanorods，while on the other hand，they may also be reduced by the weakening of crystal

defects晰m annealing temperature．But however，the growth of Ag nanoparticles onto the

ZnO nanorods suppresses the UV emission spectra in Our present experimental conditions，as

，，
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shown in the Figure 2．1 0．This suppression is also evident from the XRD results．After the

Ag coating on ZnO nanorods，the intensity of the diffraction peaks of ZnO nanorods

decreases．In contrast to Our work，literature proposes that UV emission peak is highly

enhanced due to loading of A1，Au，Ti and Ag onto ZnO nanorods．However，despite the

enhancement in UV emission，literature also proposed that completely detraction of UV

emission peak OCCurS in the work related to Li et aL，【”J．Therefore，our method iS{ust a

convenient way to coat ZnO nanorods with Ag nanoparticles or to coat any semiconductor

with metallic nanoparticles in the future．
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Figure 2．10 Room temperature photoluminescence(PL)of pure ZnO NRs and ZnO NRs／Ag

nanocomposites．Inset shows magnified UV emission spectra．

2．4 Summary

In summary，we demonstrated a simple and facile approach for the synthesis of ZnO

NRs／Ag core-shell nanocomposites．Comprehensive morphological，structural and elemental

analysis confirms the existence of a core made of ZnO nanorod，surrounded by a uniform thin

shell of Ag nanoparticles．The formation of Ag nanoparticles coating on ZnO nanorods
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Occurs through a cationic surfactant CTAB，utilizing only 0．09 mm01．The anneal treatment

of ZnO NRs／Ag nanocomposite can improve the crystallinity and bond strength between Ag

and ZnO．The concentration of CTAB and precursor material AgN03 greatly affects the

formation of Ag nanoparticles coated on ZnO nanorods．The obtained nanocomposite，

prepared through 0．09mmol of CTAB and 0．7mmol of AgN03，has some red-shifts，showing

the strong interfacial interaction between Ag nanoparticles and ZnO nanorods．With the

increase of precursor material AgN03，the absorption spectra changes to be blue—shift，

revealing no interfacial coupling between ZnO nanorods and Ag nanoparticle．We have also

studied the emission properties of ZnO NRs／Ag-1 nanocomposites．The NBE luminescence

spectra is red-shifted and suppressed when Ag nanoparticles are coated on ZnO nanorods

while a reasonable detraction also OCCurS in the deep level emission(DLE)spectra of the

nanocomposite．We believe that Our synthetic methodology Can be further utilized and

extended for the preparation of semiconducting metal oxide nanocrystals coated with

different metal nanoparticles．Such hybrid nanostructures can be readily used in many

applications such as photovoltaics，sensors，optoelectronics，plasmonics and photocatalysis．
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Chaper 3 Synthesis and Characterization of Pd Octahedral and

Pd Spherical Nanocrystals on Graphene Oxide used as Anode

Material for Direct Methanol Fuel Cells

3．1 Introduction

Noble metal nanocrystals have engrossed much research attention for their use in

photonics，sensing，thermal，and magnetic as wells catalytic properties o-3]．Their physical

and chemical properties can easily be altered by controlling the size and shape．Size

determines the ratio of surface to bulk atoms specifically and surface area．Shape controls the

facets and thus the surface structure of a nanocrystal，as well as the segments of atoms at the

comers and edges．Moreover，shape has more importance than the size and other parameters

and it offers greater flexibility in tuning the catalytic properties of a nanocrystal，especially

when the atoms at different facets have different activities L41．Although，for face-centered

cubic(fcc)metals，the morphology and surface of their nanocrystals are closely connected

issues of matter，nevertheless，their properties depend differently upon the morphology and

surface structure of the nanocrystals【5'6J．For example，as a superficial property，catalysis of

noble metal nallocrystals are concereed more of their surface structure【7，8】．Previously，a

number of different synthetic chemical strategies have been established to control the

morphology of noble metal nanocrystals吵State-of-the—art，solution based methods have

been developed as a versatile methodology for controlled synthesis of noble metal

nanocrystals and their alloys，where it is essential to produce zero valent noble metal through

reduction of the metal precursor ions in the presence of surfactants and stabilizing agents．For

Pd，many different shapes have been developed and applied by controlling the

thermodynamics parameters or kinetics of the reactants involved in the growth of

nanocrystals．When the progression is under thermodynamic control，the reaction product

will have the lowest surface energy．In this situation，the capping agents play an important

role in influencing the shaping of the final products by altering the order of surface energies

for different facets completed through selective adsorption and consequently their growth

rates[101．However，the product of a kinetically controlled synthesis Call knowingly diverge

from the thermod'rnamically preferred structure that contains high index facets or concave

sllrfaces[111．
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For Pd and Pt nanocrystals，currently，the surface adsorption method has also been

recognized in which robust and precise surface adsorption of small adsorbates as reducing

agents has seemed as a leading method to contr01 the surface structure of their nanocrystals

[12,13】．Particular adsorption of small adsorbates contr01s onlv the surf．ace structure of Pd and

Pt nanocrystals，other reasons extra than the specific adsorption have been employed to

develop the morphology of noble metal nanocrystals．An extensive range of reducing agents

have been used to make noble metal nanoparticles，including hydrogen and carbon monoxide

gases，metal hydrides，hydrazine，hydroxyl amine，ascorbic acid，citric acid and vitamin B【141．

Hydrogen gas in particular is an operational reducing agent for noble metal precursor salts in

aqueous or non。aqueous solutions．Prominently，it offers a clean，reducing atmosphere with

no destructive by-products created during the reactions[151．Furthermore，the usage of

hydrogen decouples the influence of the reducing agent and stabilizing agent on the

nucleation and any preferred directional growth of the particles．In recent times，hydrogen has

been used in an aqueous media as a reducing agent in decorating various 2D nanostructures

、Vith Pd，Ii_u and Pt nanoparticles 110J．C0 has also been used most influential reducing and

shaping agent in the last era．Its adsorption properties have been inspected on different faces

of metal nanocrystals．In the case of Pt，CO-adsorption of CO and amines makes Pt{1 00}

surface more actively stable than Pt{1 1 1)surface and thus stimulates the creation of Pt

nanocubes[17 18]．CO errands to adsorb on Pd{1 11)surface and assists the growth of

ultrathin Pd nanosheets having{1 1 1)as the main disclosure surface and presenting unique

optical properties[19,20]．Two current examples are(1)the favored growth of micrometer

lengthy five—fold linked Pd nanowires over Pd nanocubes under slow reduction and(2)the

fabrication of corolla—like Pd mesocrystals in the CO．existence of Fe3+as the oxidative etchant

and CO as the surface controller 1211．In these two illustrations，the control over the surf．ace

adsorption procedure by reduction kinetics and presenting oxidative etching to interrupt the

growth of seeds supplement the morphology of noble metal nanocrystals．

Gang Fu et a1．，demonstrated that CO explicitly adsorbs on Pd(1 1 1)surface，the

adsorption strength and exposure of CO on Pd surfaces can be basically varied by presenting

HE to assist the formation of single crystalline Pd tetrapod and tetrahedral nanocrystals

bounded by(1 1 1)surfaces．They have prepared in the CO—presence of CO and HE prepared

tetrapod and tetrahedral nanocrystals．Upon aging in air，the as prepared nanocrystals

extinguish hydrogen and were transformed slowly to Pd nanocrystals．They have designed

conclusion by density functional theory(DFT)calculations that the creation of palladium
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nydride in the presence of HE deteriorates the chemisorption of CO and thus helps to iower

the CO coverage to encourage the formation of Pd tetrapod nanocr)rstals 122j．

In this chapteL we have evaluated the surface adsorption behavior of CO and H2 by their

reduction kinetics separately in the presence of same capping agent PVP to synthesize Pd

octahedral andspherical NCs．Their catalytic activity as anode material for DMFCs has

meaSured comparatively·For anode material two types of results have sho、vIl here，first for

baslc
elec仃0catalytic characterization analysis such as HER perfornlallce to remove me

adsorbed hydrogen on the active sites of catalyst surface and second the MOR activity．Their
eJec仃oc删”1c activity for HER and MOR analysis，give interesting results witll a shape

dltterence of the two same facets．MOR activity is presented here with respect to botll t11e

scales such as specific activity and mass activity．

3．2 Methanol Oxidation Reaction(MOR)

The electrooxidation of methallol on pt surfaces in acidic media has been experimentalIv
and theoretically studied in excessive detail in the last eras[23-271 and can be、椭tten in me
overall reaction as：

c也DH+H20—C02+6H++6e一
3．1

T11e adsorbed methanol is stepwise dehydrogenated by foilow．on the creation of

adsorbed COads．In addition

CH30Hads is estimated．

CH30H_cH30Gds

to the adsorbed CO，also the existence of the intennediate

3．2

c也DH_COnd+4H++4P一
3．3

The adsorbed CO is。xidized thr。ugh OHads，which is made by t11e dissociative

adsorption of water．

爿2D_D日口d+H++e一
3．4

cD口d+OHaa-÷C02+H++e-
3．5

⋯In parallel to these key reaction pathways side reactions like the backlog of formic acid
[28,291

is also conceiVable．But until now the
elementar),steps are still under investigation

althou曲a lot of studies for methanol oxidation on well．defined Pt and Pt allov surfaces

dlscussmg the oVerall pathways and reaction mechanisms were perfo肌ed [23，301．The

oxidation of methanol is following a dual reaction pathway via an i11direct or a direct reaction

to forl／1 C02·The indirect pathway is found by the formation of adsorbed CO which is廿1en

oxidized to C02·Depending on the potential of the adsorbed CO can block t}le water

actlVatlon at 10w applied potentials．Higher potentials lead to an oxidation of CO to C02．The
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direct pathway proceeds via the formation of formaldehyde and formic acid which are soluble

in the electrolyte and Can be oxidized to form C02．Both intermediates can subsequently be

oxidized to C02．As already mentioned above，the electrocatalysis of methanol has

challenging tasks to solve．CO is a s仃ong adsorbate and a stable intermediate during the

methanol decomposition．Particularly the strong poisoning of the common used platinum

containing electrodes in fuel cells leads to a decreasing activity[31】．The anode overpotential

in a direct methanol fuel cell(DMFC)with state of the art technology is higher compared to

the overpotential in a hydrogen fuel cell(PEM．FC)．This results in reduced overall cell

efficiency although the thermodynamic standard potentials of the hydrogen oxidation and the

methanol oxidation are similar。However，the methanol oxidation is by several orders of

magnitude slower compared to the hydrogen oxidation．

In the early seventies Bagotzky et a1．，[241 proposed a general mechanistic scheme

including all possible intermediates from methanol to C02．Up to eight intermediates were

assumed，of which CO，formic acid and formaldehyde are the most interesting ones。In

addition，Lopes et a1．，【纠found indications of a methoxy species in electrochemical systems

that could further complicate the mechanistic scheme of methanol oxidation on Pt．

Undoubtedly，the oxidation of methanol on Pt surfaces starts with dehydrogenation of the

methanol molecule as shown by differential electrochemical mass spectrometry。The first

dehydrogenation step，reaction(2)，was shown to be the rate determining step on the Pt(1 11、

and Pt(1 1 0)surfaces through measurements of the kinetic isotope effect and the Tafel slope

ofthe reaction[1 5，1 6]．The rate determining step on the Pt(1 001 surface was shown to be the

second dehydrogenation reaction，equation(3．8)．The effect of surface structure on the

electrocatalytic properties towards methanol oxidation has been demonstrated several times．

For simplicity，we assume that one adsorbed molecule binds to only one surface platinum
atom in the following simplified reaction scheme．According to Munk et a1．，[26】，the complete

stripping of all three methyl hydrogen atoms at lower potentials must occur on the flat terrace

areas of the electrode surface，due to the fact that at least four adj acent adsorption sites are

needed．Furthermore，successive dehydrogenation eventually leads to formation of adsorbed

carbon monoxide：

Pt—CH30H+Pt(Site)_Pt—CH20H+Pt—H 3．6

Pt—CH20H+Pt(Site)_÷Pc—CHOH+Pt—H 3．7

Pt—CHOH+Pt(Site)一P亡一COH+Pt—H 3．8

Pt—COH+Pt(Site)_Pc—CD+Pc—日 气9
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The dehydrogenation reactions lead to formation of adsorbed hydrogen atoms，which in

turn will be followed by a one-electron transfer reaction to form a proton and an electron：

P￡一H-÷Pt(Site)+H++e一 3．10

Although considerable effort has been made to elucidate the exact mechanism of

methanol oxidation at platinum and platinum-based electrodes，an exact description of the

reaction mechanism still remains unclear．Specifically，the main issue，which remains

controversial，is whether the adsorbed CO formed during methanol electrooxidation is a

necessary intermediate in a serial pathway mechanism，as described by equation(3．1 1)and

(3．1 2)or(3．1 3)，or an unwanted poison in a parallel reaction mechanism that leads to a stable

oxidation product(C02，formic acid and formaldehyde)through short—lived intermediates，

equations(3．1 4)-(3．1 6)．However，both formic acid and formaldehyde oxidation may

subsequently lead to COads formation．

P￡一CH30H j P亡一CD+4H++4e一 3．1 1

Pc—CO+H20_÷Pt(Site)+C02+2H++2e一 3．12

P亡一CO+Pt—OH—'2Pt(Site)+C02+2H++2e一 3．13

CH30H+H20_÷C02+6H十+6e一 3．14

CH30H+也0_÷HCOOH+4H++4e一 3．15

CH30H_÷HCHO+2H++2e一 3．16

Solving these tasks implies modifying the catalyst on which the methanol oxidation

OCCurS．Although platinum is the catalyst wim the highest reactivity towards MOR the

overpotentiai for adequate activity is until now very high for applications wim high power

output．For the well．known Pt．Ru alloy【32】and its derivatives[33】a lower overpotential and

an increased reactivity was found，explained by ligand or bi-functional effects．However，

there are a lot of improvements to do．The activity is not as high as demanded and the

compositions which are under current investigation are consisting of expensive and rare

metals．

3．3 Experimental Procedure

3．3．1 Chemicals and Materials

H2PdCh(99．9％metal basis)was purchased from Alfa Aesar，Poly(vinylpyrrolidone)

(PVP)，MW=58000，AR)Was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co．Ltd．

(Shanghai，China)．All reagents were used as received without further purification．
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3．3．2 Synthesis of Graphene Oxide

The catalyst support，reduced graphene oxide(GO)，was prepared through the reduction

of graphite bv NaBH4．The graphene oxide(GO)was prepared by the modified Hummers and

Offenmalls metllod[341．In a typical experiment 2 g of graphite powder was first added into

1 00 mL concentrated H2S04 at room temperature．Under stirring，the mixture was cooled to 5

。C using an ice bam，and the temperature of the mixture Was kept to be below 5。C for

30 min．8 g KMn04 was then added gradually under stirring and cooling，SO that the

temperature of the mixture was not allowed to reach 1 0。C．1 00 mL distilled water was added

into the mixture，stirred for 1 h，and further diluted to approximately 300 mL with distilled

water．After t11at，20 mL of 30％H202 was added to the mixture to reduce the residual

Ⅺ切【1104．The solid was filtered，washed with 5％HCl aqueous solution to remove metal 10ns

aJld witll distilled water until the pH were 6．The resulting graphite oxide was dried at 50。C

for 24 h．

3．3．3 Synthesis of Pd Octahederal Nanocrystals on Graphene Oxide

Above synthesized GO powder was dispersed in water(1 mg／lmL)and ultrasonicated

for 30 minutes．Then 1 05 mg of PVP as capping agent and 1 mM of H2PdCl4 solution was

added in GO dispersion．Reaction flask was sealed to create high vacuum environment and

heated up to 95 oC with continuous stirring and bubbling of HE as reducing agent for 30

minutes．The resulting products were collected by centrifugation and washed several times

谢th ethan01 and acetone to remove excess amounts of PVP from nanocrystals．Pd octahedral

nanocrystal is demonstrated as GO／Pd一0 1 in all figures．

3．3．4 Synthesis of Pd Spherical Nanocrystals on Graphene Oxide

For spherical nanocrystals the synthesis procedure is exactly the same as above for

octahedral nanocrystals but only the difference is CO gas is used as a reducing agent instead

of H2．Pd spherical nanocrystal is demonstrated as GO／Pd-02 in all figures·

3．3．5 Characterization Tools

3．3．5．1 Physical Characterization

After synthesis of GO，its characterizations were done to make sure the 2D structure of

GO sheets，presence of C-C／C-H／C-OH bonds，characteristics of GO with transmission

electron microscopy(TEM)，Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy(FTIR)and UV-Vis

spectroscopy，respectively．Then
after synthesis of Pd nanocrystals on GO，their physical
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characterizations were done by scanning electron microscopy(SEM)，the powder X。ray

diffraction(XRD)measurements were performed with an X’pert PRO instrument

(PANalytical)using CuKa radiation仇2 0．1 54 1 8 nm)and UV-Vis spectroscopy
within the

range of200 to 800 nm．

3．3．5．2 Electrochemical Characterization

Before each electrochemical experiment，a glassy carbon(GC)electrode(0．1 96 cm‘

geometric surface area)was first polished with alumina slurries(A1203，0．05¨m)on a

p01ishing clo也to obtain a mirror finish，followed by sonication in 0．1 M HN03，0·1 M

H2S04，and pure water for 10 min，successively．To prepare a catalyst。coated working

electrode，1 5“L of the 1 mg／mL suspension in pure water Was drop—coated on the polished

electrode surface by a microliter syringe，followed by drying in vacuum at room temperature·

Afb州2urd．the catalyst was covered with a thin layer of Nafion(O．1 wt％in water，5 pL)to

ensure tllat the catalyst was tightly attached to the electrode surface during the

electrochemical measurements．Voltammetry measurements were carried out with a

CHl750D electrochemical workstation．The electrode prepared above Was used as the

worldng electrode．The Ag／AgCl(in 3 M NaCl，aq．)combination isolated in a double

iunction ch锄ber and a Pt coil were used as the reference and counter electrodes，

respectively．AU the measurements were performed in electrochemical experiments with

respect to standard values of reversible hydrogen electrode(RUE)．Electrochemical

characterizations were done by cyclic voltammetry(cv)，linear sweep voltammetry(LSV)

and chronoamperometry(CA)．

3．4 Results and Discussion

3．4．1 Morphology，Mechanism and UV-Vis Absorption

A facile svnthetic route is applied to prepare GO／Pd hybrid composRes with different

shape Pd nanocrystals as illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 3．1．For this purpose，

we initially prepare GO via the Hummer’S method and then reduce it by NaBH4．Since GO

contains a large number of oxygen．containing functional groups，which
allow GO to be well

dispersed in an aqueous solution[341．Their functional group presence is analyzed from FTIR

spectra given in Figure 3．2b．The graph shows the stretching ofhydroxyl group at 3450 cm
1，

the C：O carbonyl stretching at 1 728 cm～，and the C_o epoxide group stretching at 1 229 and
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1 06 1 cm-1[371．The high intensity of the main peaks in GO confirms the presence of a large

amount of oxygen functional groups aRer the reduction process．

<11，Otl (tJ2
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(Graphene Oxide)
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Figure 3．1 Schematic representation ofthe synthesis procedure ofthe GO／Pd hybrid catalyst．
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Figure 3．2 Characterizations of synthesized Graphene Oxide(a)TEM image，(b)FTIR spectrum，(C)UV-

Vis spectrum and(d)CV in 0．1M HCl04 at a scan rate of 50 mV／s VS RHE．

The morphology of sheet structure of GO is analyzed from TEM(Figure 3．2a)．The

reduced graphene oxide exhibit typical wrinkled structure that cause sheet folding[381．This
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2D structure of GO and presence of oxygen-containing functional groups not only increases

the specific contact area，which facilitates the transport of the Pd例ions and electrons into

the inner region of the graphene sheets，but also provides more exposed active sites for the

anchoring of Pd precursors and Pd nucleation．Figure 3．2c shows the UV—Vis absorption

spectra of GO．The G0，maximum absorption is obtained at 270 nnl wavelength。

corresponding to the兀-7【木transition of aromatic C-C bonds．The reduced G0 sample was

also characterized using cyclic voltammetry(CV)for determining their suitability for

application as electrode materials in direct metllanol fuel cells．CVs of the cell measured in

the voltage window of 0．0 to 1．0 V and SCan rate of 50 mV／s in 0．1 M HCl04 shown in Figure

3．2d indicate capacitive nature of the materials．The maximum current was obtained at 0．7 V

for oxidation and 0．6 V for reduction．

Figure 3．3 FE-SEM images of(a)&(b)Pd nanocrystals on GO sheets，(b)&(d)High magnifications

images of Pd Octahedral and Pd Spherical nanocrystals on GO sheets，respectively．

FE—SEM images of the samples GO／Pd-0 1 and GO／Pd-02 are shown in Figure 3．3．The

FE-SEM images revealed that Pd spherical and octahedral nanocrystals with a uniform size

were well—dispersed on the surfaces of the GO．It was clearly shown in FE-SEM micrographs
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that spherical and octahedral Pd nanocrystals were the dominant phases．The high-

magnification FE-SEM image shows that Pd octahedrons have well-defined shapes witll a

uniform size distribution．It Carl be seen that the prepared Pd nanocrystals are uniformly

distributed on the GO surface．It should be noted that almost no Pd nanocrystals Can be

observed outside the G0 sheet，indicating that GO serves here as a template for the Pd

nanocrystals formation．As shown in Figure 3．3b，spherical Pd nanoparticles were deposited

onto the surface of GO With greater retention of the spherical characteristics of the

nanocrystals．

The obtained Pd-GO composite was characterized by a UV-Vis absorption spectrum to

confirm the existence of Pd nanocrystals loaded on GO as shown in Figure 3．4．In the

absorption spectrum of RGO(Figure 3．2c)，the broad absorption peak centered at around 270

nnl can be ascribed to the 7c．7c水transitions of aromatic C=C bonds．For the GO／Pd hybrid

composite，no obvious absorption peak was observed，showing a typical Mie exponential

decay profile[40】．
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Figure 3．4 UV—Vis spectra of Pd Octahedral(GO／Pd-01)and Pd Spherical(GO／Pd-02)nanocrystals．
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3．4．2 Structural Characterization

GO／Pd composite was characterized by X．ray diffraction(XRD)to investigate the

crystalline sm】cnlre of the hybrid．As shown in Figure 3．5．the XRD pattern of Pd／GO．1 and

Pd／GO-2 composites，diffraction peaks at 40．20。，46．87。，68．56。and 81．93。are ascribed to

the(1 1 1)，(200)，(220)and(3 1 1)crystalline planes of the face centered cubic(fcc)structure

of Pd，respectively．The diffraction peaks are consistent with an fcc crystalline structure of

bulk Pd(JCPDS，card no．46-1 043)．The relatively broad diffraction peak obseⅣed at 1 0。to

30。centered at 20=24．5。corresponds to the(002)plane of graphene．It is eminent fact that

metallic Pd is catalytically active to split H2 molecules to hydrogen atoms which can

completely permeate into Pd to form metal hydride[4144】．In fact，the powder XRD

measurements(Figure 3．5)on the fleshly prepared Pd nanocrystals confirmed that the as．

prepared octahedrons and spherical nanocrystals are completely metallic and there is no

evident peak observed for 13-PdHx．This may be due to the high vacuum envirorment and

2 Theta(Degree)
Figure 3·5 XRD spectra of Pd octahedral(OO／Pd-o i)and Pd spherical(OO／Pd．02)nanocrystals
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3．4．3 Electrochemical Performance

nle electrochemical properties of Pd／GO hybrid composites were examined bY

meaSuring cyclic volt锄mogr锄s(CVs)．Before observing the electrochemical behavlor of

the catalysts。they were cleaned by three different methods．Because the metal sunace c印ped

丽m orgaIlic ligands，which served as capping agents，largely
reduce their catalytlc activity

when mev are used as catalysts．In the past few years，various methods have been applled to

clean or remove these surfactants，such as thermal annealing，acetic acid washing，oxygen

Dlasma cleaning，aJld UV．ozone irradiation．However，these methods require either ex仃emely

11i吐tempIerature or long treatment time．At the same time，the cleaning process may cause

the change in particle size and morphology，especially
for the shaped nanocrystals·Theretore，

it is essential to develop a simple and effective strategy to clean the surface of nanoparncles

a11d make t11em catalytically active．Here，we demonstrate that CO。stripping IS an efficlent

m砒od to cleaIl the panicle surface over oxygen plasma cleaning and simple electrochemlcal

clealling a11d thus imprcIve the electrocatalytic activity of the PVP。stabilized Pd nanocrystals

[45-491．

Figure 3．6 and Figure 3．7 show the CVs of the Pd octahedral and spherical n锄oc巧stals

supported on a glassy carbon electrode respectively，after electrochemical，oxygen plasma

and CO．striPPing treatments．The hydrogen region(O·0．2 V)shows the hydrogen

underpotential deposition(UPD)peaks in base electrolyte and these are suppressed m the

Dresence of methanol due to formation of adsorbed CO on the hydrogen sites m”·

Compared to the all three treatments，the CO stripping。treated electrode exhiblted cle盯er

hvdrogen region and oxygen region and eventually an increased electrochemically acnVe

surface area (ECSA)， which further Can enhance catalytic activity towards methanol

oxidation．Finally，more surface atoms were exposed and became electrochemically actlVe

after CO stripping which is also characterized by CV at longer scale from 0．05 to 1．2 V Vs

RHE where oxidation redllctions peaks are clearly visible which is given in Figure 3．8·The

Dresent resuIt is similar to that of another recent study where the CO treated cleaned

PtPd／RGO catalyst and surfactant．free Ag nanorods exhibited good characteristic CV and

much er血anced electrocatalytic activity compared with the PVP。stabilized ones。w⋯1·
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Figure 3．6 CVs of Pd octahedral(GO／Pd一0 1)nanocrystals after different cleaning treatments，in 0．1M
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Figure 3．7 CVs of Pd spherical(GO／Pd一02)nanocrystals after different cleaning treatments，in O．1M

HCl04 at a scan rate of50 mV／s VS RHE．
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Figure 3．8 CVs of Pd octahedral(GO／Pd—O 1)and Pd spherical(GO／Pd一02)nanocrystals after CO—stripping

cleaning treatment in a wide potential range between 0 V to 1．2 V VS RHE to show the oxidation(Hads，

Oads)reduction(Hdes，Odes)peaks，in 0．1M HCl04 at a scan rate of 50 mV／s VS RHE．

E(、，)VS．Ag／AgC

Figure 3．9 Polarization curves for HER activity of Pd octahedral(GO／Pd-O 1)and Pd spherical(GO／Pd一02)

nanocrystals in 0．1M HCl04 at a san rateof 1 0 mV／s VS Ag／AgCl．E。nset for HER is measured by tangent

method．
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HER performance of the two composites is presented in Figure 3．9．The onset potential

is measured by tangent method to evaluate the HER catalytic activity．Figure 9 shows that the

onset potential for evaluation of adsorbed hydrogen on the surface active sites of the catalyst

is more near towards zero for octahedral NCs than that of spherical NCs．This result

concludes that octahedral NCs could show better performance as anode material for DMFCs，

which is further proved by MOR measurements．

The electro catalytic activity of Pd spherical and octahedral nanocrystals towards

methanol oxidation in 0．1 M HCl04+IM CH30H solution at a scan rate of 50 mV／s iS

demonstrated in Figure 3．1 0．The current density is normalized to the geometric surface area

to make a comparison of the two catalysts loaded on same diameter sized GCE．The

characteristic potential regions for methanol oxidation on platinum in relationship to the

behavior in HCl04 alone are discussed in reference to the curves in Figure 3．1 0．The current

for methanol oxidation commences at around 0．3 V for both the nanocrystals where the blank

shows only charging of the double-layer．The oxygen source in this potential region is

assumed to be adsorbed or dissociated water．At potentials below O．40 V to O．30 V．the

oxidation current is lower，but not negligible in all voltammograms because the surface active

sites are poisoned by COads，an intermediate from dehydrogenation of methan01．With the

potential increasing，the oxidation current takes off rapidly，representing that significant

methanol oxidation OCCurS．The main methanol oxidation peak OCCurS at 0．9 V for octahedral

nanocrystals and for spherical nanocrystals it occurs at 0．58 V where platinum oxide

formation OCCURS．When reversing the potential at 0．75 V for octahedral and 0．3 5 V for

spherical nanocrystals，and performing a negative-going sweep，the current remains anodic

for a little while but decrease．When the oxide is reduced，Pt sites on the electrode are again

available for methanol oxidation and the current increases．The resulting oxidation peak is

shiRed slightly to more negative potentials than on the positive-going oxidation peak．At

more negative potentials，the current decreases due to an increased coverage of adsorbed CO，

which is recognized as the catalyst poison in methanol oxidation on platinum．

The increase of oxidation current at the start of the oxidation is also characterized by

CA measurements up to 300 seconds at constant potentials of 0．30 V，O．40 V and O．50 V

demonstrated in Figure 3．1 1．This CA measurement clearly showing the increase of oxidation

current from lower potential to higher potential、Ⅳim maximum stability for 300 S for both the

catalysts．Onset potential and current density are the two maj or parameters to evaluate the

catalytic activity of electro catalysts．The onset potential of both the catalysts is obtained at

0．30 V VS RHE．But the current density at onset potential for Pd octahedral nanocrystals iS
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higher than that of Pd spherical nanocrystals，which is characterized by CA measuremems·

The maximum current density at positive potential or forward current is obtained for the Pd

octahedral catalyst at ca．4．5 mA／cm2(specific activity)，ca．5300 mA／mgPd(mass activity)

and for Pd spherical catalyst at ca．2 mAJcm2(specific activity)，ca．1 800 mA／mgpd(Inass

activityl 1591．These results indicate that Pd octahedral offers a 11i曲electrocatalytlc actiVny

towards methall01 oxidation than Pd spherical nanocrystals．The reason IS that in Pd

oct出edral nanocrystals，(1 1 1)facets are more abundant and exposed to the s11r士ace to

catalvze the methanol molecules more effectively than Pd spherical nanocrystals·In Pd

octahedral nanocryStals the edges and comers of octahedral geometry are also effecnVely

impoIrtant for the oxidation of formic acid into C02[601．As the formic acid is one of the

intennediate in the electro oxidation mechanism of methan01．This intermediate IS also

catalyzed by octahedral nanocrystals but on the other hand，spherical nanocrystals became

unable to oxidize this intermediate rapidly and ultimately which terminate the further

oxidatio

E(V)Vs。RHE

F吨ure 3．10 MOR activity peaks(forward and backward scalls)of Pd octahedral(GO／Pd一0 1)and Pd

spherical(GO／Pd．02)nanocrystals in 0．1M HCl04+1M CH30H at a san rate of 50 mV／8 V8 I皿·
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Chapter 3 Synthesis and Characterization of Pd／GO Composites

Time《s)

Figure 3．1 1 CA results ofMOR activity for Pd octahedral(GO／Pd-0 1)and Pd spherical(GO／Pd_02)

nanocrystals in 0．1M HCl04+1MCH30H at constant voltage 0．30 V，0．40 V and 0．50 V up to 300 S time．

3．5 Summary

In summary Palladium octahedral and spherical nanocrystals with uniform morphology

were successfully synthesized in the presence of hydrogen and carbon monoxide respectively．

The as-prepared Pd nanocrystals are bound with{1 1 1)facets．Hydrogen binds the octahedral

sites of Pd and facilitate further atomic addition of Pd through the formation of PdHx with

(1 1 1)facets to the final product of octahedral nanocrystals．More remarkably，it was also

found that CO stripping is a competent method to remove the surfactants covered on the

particle surface and thus improve the electrocatalytic performance of the Pd-based

nanocrystals．The comparative studies of both the catalysts as anode material for direct

methanol fuel cells(DMFCs)have been measured by hydrogen evaluation reaction

performance and methanol oxidation reaction activity．The electrocatalytic properties of both

the nanocrystals were studied in HCl04 acidic media and compared with each other．Pd

octahedral nanocrystals have shown the best performance as anode material，their onset

potential for evaluation of hydrogen from the active sites of the catalyst is more towards zero

than the spherical NCs．Moreover，Pd octahedral NCs have shown the specific MOR activity

of ca．4．3 mA cm～and mass activity ca．5300 mA mglpd much higher than that of spherical
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NCs．The current work，not only gives a simple method to synthesize Pd nanocrystals诵th

special facets on graphene oxide，but also offers a comparative analysis among both NCs．

Together with the use of specific strong adsorbates to control the surface structure of Pd

nanocrystals，the shape-control strategy，hydrogen evolution reaction activity and methanol

oxidation reaction active catalyst reported here could provide a new research avenue to

further enrich the Pd based nanocrystals．
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Chaper 4 Preparation and Characterization of Pd．Pt Bimetallic

Alloy on Graphene oxide and its Electrocatalytic Properties

4．1 Introduction

In recent years，great attention has been paid to develop renewable，clean and effective

energy due to the increasing depletion of fossil energy and the gravity of environmental

pollution．A great deal of work has been carded out extensively on the direct methanol fuel

cells(DMFCs)due to their unique advantages，such as its high specific energy，portability

and environmentally safe．The selection of anodic catalyst is exceptionally essential for the

performance of the DMFCs．Considering extraordinary catalytic activity and stabilized

chemical properties，platinum is the most important catalyst for the electrooxidation of low

carbon chain aliphatic alcohol such as methanol and ethanol in DMFCs[1,21．Pt has been

widely used in fuel cell technology，where it acts as the most effective electrocatalyst for the

electrooxidation of fuel(e．g．，methan01)at the anode and electroreduction of oxygen at the

cathode 01．But，the catalyst made of a single Pt component Can rarely meet the increasing

demands of industrial applications at low costs due to its extreme shortage and high price[41．

It is also very challenging to enhance the mass activity of the monometallic catalyst of Pt

because only the outmost few layers of Pt atoms in the catalyst are actually needed in

catalyzing a reaction L51．Furthermore，its vulnerability towards reaction poisons(e．g．，CO

poison)usually happening in the presence of Pt remains its serious limitation to many

applications⋯．In order to address these problems，great efforts have been focused on the

development of bimetallic structures that combine Pt with another metal having relatively

cost-effective and plentiful features[8-10]．Among various metals，Pd has been identified as a

promising candidate to form bimetals with Pt because they share the same facets structure

and almost identical lattice constant(with a mismatch of only 0．77％1[1 1,121．Both features are

beneficial to the formation of bimetals with single crystallinity．Considerably，the

incorporation of Pd into Pt-based bimetals cannot only significantly cut the cost of the

catalysts by reducing the amount of Pt，but also exceedingly facilitate the enhancement or

combined effect of the catalytic properties due to a strong coupling between these two metals

[13-15】

The electrocatalytic properties of nano-sized metal alloy materials are sensitively

dependent on size and composition【1 61．This is why an accurate intrinsic correlation of alloy
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particle composition、析t11 catalytic activity requires the availability of vigorous and

preferably facile preparation techniques that provide independent control over composition

【17】．Practically all physical or wet．chemical alloys nanoparticle synthesis techniques reported

up till now fail to independently and precisely control size and composition and therefore

often require pragmatic trial and error procedures to arrive at desired size or composition

values【181．Here．a facile CO．assisted synthesis of alloy nanoparticles are reported and

represented using the PdPt bimetallic system．The synthesis is performed in Mili—Q water at

elevated pressures of CO，but without the use of any long—chain expensive organic capping

ligands．We show that the CO alone Can be used to precisely control the alloy particle size

and composition with just changing the precursor concentrations．

To this end，we have demonstrated the facile synthesis of PdPt bimetallic alloys and

their enhanced activity for the preferential oxidation of methanol at the anodic end and

reduction of oxygen at the cathodic end of a complete fuel cell．This work has been published

in the Journal of Power Sources．

4．2 Oxygen Reduction Reaction(ORR)

The oxygen reduction reaction(ORR)is one of the most important and fundamental

reactions due to its significance in e．g．fuel cell applications and metal air battery systems．

ORR in acidic aqueous solutions OCCurS mainly by two pathways．

The direct 4-electron reduction pathway：

D2+4H++4e一-÷He0 U00=1．229V 4．1

An indirect pathway OCCurS viahydrogen peroxide in two two-electron processes：

D2+2H十+2e一一也02 U00=0．70V 4．2

H2D2+2H++2e一-÷2H20 U00=1．76V 4．3

In the latter case hydrogen peroxide is made as an intermediate，which partly diffuses in

the electrolyte phase．In direct methanol fuel cells(DMFCs)，ORR is the reaction taking place

at the cathode．In general，the ORR kinetics is very slow．In order to speed up the ORR

kinetics to touch a practical usable level in a fuel cell，a cathode ORR catalyst is required．At

the current stage in the market and technology，platinum based materials are the most

practical and usable catalysts．The reaction pathways described earlier depends on the pH of

the electrolyte，the presence or absence of adsorbing anions and on the catalyst material．A

series reaction pathway is observed on graphite，most carbon materials as well as gold and

mercury．Parallel existence of both the direct and the series pathway is found on Pt，Pt alloys，

Pd，Pt-like metals，and Ag．Heterogeneous decomposition of peroxide is attained谢th Pt，Ag，
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spinels，and perovskites．Generally in alkaline electrolyte the series pathway is improved

compared to the direct pathway．It is more important here to note that in an acidic media,

carbon materials do not show satisfactory catalytic activity for either of the pathways[19,201．

The most frequently used techniques for ORR catalysis studies are steady state polarization，

cyclic voltammetry(CV)and rotating disk electrode(RDE)．A steady state polarization curve

defines the correlation between the electrode potential and the current density，which is

recorded by either holding the electrode potential and recording the stable current response，

or holding the current density and recording the stable potential response．The criteria to

assess a polarization curve depend on its application．The procedure to describe the RDE

method is govemed by the Koutecky．Levich equation，which is as follows[211．

{=三+÷ 4．4一一。一十一 ‘L n

， Ik。，lep
⋯

where I is the disk current density，Ik is the kinetic current density，and Iiev is the Levich

current density or diffusion current density．Ik Can be further expressed as

Ik=nFAK02C02 Eatalvsc 4．5

where n is the overall electron transfer number，A is the electrode area,C02 is the

concentration of dissolved 02，and Fcatalyst is the surface concentration of the catalyst loading．

Iiev Can be expressed as

三 三 1 1

llev=0．201nFA％：D文"V一60．}一2 4．6

where D02 is the diffusion coefficient of 02，1)is the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte

solution，and(o is the rotation rate represented by rpm．

For rotation disk electrode data study，three non—electrochemical kinetic parameters，

such as the diffusion coefficient of 02，the kinematic viscosity of the electrolyte solution，and

the solubility of 02 must be known accurately．These parameters are all temperature

dependent．

The ORR Was well investigated on single crystal surfaces of various metals[21-231．

Research on the electrocatalytic activity of nanostructured and bimetallic surfaces has also

been done[24-32]，but a comprehensive understanding is still missing．Therefore，ORR

electrocatalysts with defined parameters are necessary to understand the origin of the

catalytic properties．It is well described in the literature[21-26]that crystallographic orientation，

morphology，and chemical composition are correlated to the catalytic activity．Grgur et a1．，

‘26】reported an increased ORR activity from r 1 1 1)<(1 00)<(1 1 0)orientation of Pt single

crystals in aqueous H2S04．Compared to pure Pt crystals a new possible approach for

effective catalysts is to introduce 3d metals into the bulk or on the surface．Bimetallic systems

such as Pt．Fe alloys were reported for the first time from Toda et a1．，【301，here the ORR
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activity IS influenced by a so called Pt skin effect．The activity for ORR was found under

definite circumstances to be twenty-five times higher compared to pure Pt．It was shown that

the surface of such alloys consists of pure Pt and the reactivity decreases with increasing

thickness of the skin layer．This effect is explained by a modified electronic structure of the

skin layer compared to bulk Pt．

Stamenkovic et a1．，[33-351 proposed bimetallic systems such as PbNi，PbTi，PbFe，Pt3Co

etc．Due to change in the electronic properties of Pt，the metal oxygen binding energy to

bimetallic surfaces Can be beneficially modified．These results were explmned by different

states of adsorbed oxygen resulting in different activation energies．Paulus et a1．【27】reported

experimental results which show an increase of the catalytic activity per Pt atom for different

Pt alloys．Research by Schmidt et a1．，[36】showed superior ORR electrocatalytic activitv with

Pd modified Au and Pt single crystals．Naohara et a1．，[24,251 found a similar performance for

the ORR for thin Pd overlayers on Au single crystals．Pd monolayer and alloy catalysts were

also investigated by Shao et a1．．【28，371．He found higher catalytic activity for alloys and Pd

monolayer supported on Ru，Rh，Pt and Au．The origin of this effect is described by a d-band

center shift of the deposited overlayer[37】．Greeley et a1．．【38】combined in recent study

theoretical predictions of the experimental results by examining Pt alloyed with transition

metals such as Sc and Y．An encouraging effect on the ORRactivity，showed by positive half

wave potential shift of up to 60mV，was found for polycrystalline Pt3 Sc and Pt3Y electrodes

which were also calculated to be a stable binary alloy．

4．3 Experimental Procedure

4．3．1 Chemicals and Materials

H2PdCh(99．9％metal basis，from Alfa Aesar)，H2PtCl6(40％from Fluka)，HCl04

(from Sigma Aldrich)，CH30H(99．9％from J．T．Baker)and CO gas(99．9％purity)．All

reagents were used as received without further purification．

4．3．2 Synthesis of Graphene Oxide

The graphene oxide(GO)was prepared by the modified Hummers method【40】and

reduced by NaBH4．The whole procedure is described in section 3．3．2．
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4．3．3 Synthesis of Clean PdPt Alloy Nanocrystals on Graphene Oxide

The synthesized reduced graphene oxide(GO)powder was dispersed in water

flmg／lmL)and ultrasonicated for 30 minutes．Then H2PdCh+H2PtCl6 solutions were added

in GO dispersion with required atomic ratios(given in Table 1)．Reaction flask was sealed

arld heated at 90 oC with continuous stirring and bubbling of CO as reducing and capping

agent for 30 mimItes．For comparison and to evaluate the effect of Pt addition with Pd，only

clean Pd nanocrystals were also synthesized with the same method as adopted for alloys．The

resulting product of clean Pd．Pt alloy nanocrystals were obtained and used as such for

catalytic applications．There was
no need to wash the nanoparticles because no any organic

ligand or reducing chemical were used in synthesis，only CO was used as both reducing and

capping agent．The adsorbed CO on the catalysts surface was removed by potential cycling in

electrochemical experiments．

4．3．4 Characterization

The crystallite structure，size and morphology of the synthesized composites were

studied bv仃锄smission electron microscopy(TEM)，powder X—ray diffraction(XRD)(the

measurements were performed with an X’pert PRO instrument，PANalytical，using Cu Ka

radiation九=0．1 54 1 8 nm)and X．ray photoelectron spectroscopy(xPs)(the measurement

were carried out using SPECS system(PHOIBOS 1 50，Germany)with A1 Ka radiation(如5

1486．6 eV)．

4．3．5 Electrochemical Experiments

Before each electrochemical experiment，a glassy carbon(GC)electrode(0．1 96 cm‘

geometric surface area)was first polished with alumina slurries(A1203，0．05 gm)on a

polislling clo也to obtain a mirror finish，followed by sonication in 0．1 M HN03，O．1 M

H2S04，and pure water for 1 0 min，successively．To prepare a catalyst-coated working

electrode，1 5 gL of the 1 mg／mL suspension in pure water was drop。coated on the polished

electrode surface by a microliter syringe，followed by drying in vacuum at room temperature·

Afterward．the catalyst was covered with a thin layer of Nafion(0．1 wt％in water，5¨L)to

ensure t11at the catalyst Was tightly attached to the electrode surface during the

electrochemical measurements． Voltammetry measurements were carried out with a

CHl750D elec仃ochemical workstation．The electrode prepared above was used as the

、Ⅳorking electrode．The Ag／AgCl(in 3 M NaCI，aq．)combination isolated in a double

iunction chaⅡlber and a Pt coil was used as the reference and counter electrodes，respectively·
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All the measurements were performed in electrochemical experiments with respect to

standard values of reversible hydrogen electrode(RUE)．Electrochemical experimental work

was done by potential cycling method．

4．3．6 Electrocatalytic Applications

Methanol oxidation reaction(MOR)，oxygen reduction reaction(ORR)and methanol

tolerant oxygen reduction reaction(MORR)applications were measured for all the

synthesized catalysts．

4．4 Results and Discussion

4．4．1 Morphology

The TEM images of the GO／Pd and GO／PdPt composites are shown in Figure 4．1．It is

clearly observed from Figure 4．1 a that well-dispersed Pd nanoparticles with an average size

of 8 nnl were successfully attached to the surfaces of GO．As the concentration of Pt

increases in the GO／Pd composite system，a small aggregation of nanoparticles occur in the

form of small clusters(Figure 4．1 b，4．1 c，4．1 d)，which makes a bimetallic alloy of PdPt．

These clusters of bimetallic nanoparticles are homogenously nucleated and dispersed on the

GO sheets．The composition of the PdPt NPs was tuned by the amounts of precursors

H2PdCl4 and H2PtCl6 added in the synthesis as shown in Table 1．In OUr experimental setup

for the synthesis of mixed phase PdPt bimetallic alloys，there is a co-reduction of[PdCl4]2一

and[PtCl6]P ions with CO as reducing and capping agent．It is clear that the formation of

these bimetallic nanoparticles Can be attributed to the preferential chemisorption of CO on

{1 1 1}rather than other facets．【41】As the amount of the Pt precursors was increased，the size

of bimetallic nanoparticles increased due to a co．reduction overgrowth process．The

chemisorption behavior of CO as a capping agent for Pd&Pt．in many catalytic studies

caused poisoning due to the s仃ong adsorption of CO OD their surfaces，which could prevent

other catalytic molecules from accessing to the catalytic surfaces．Surface scientists have

frequently studied the adsorption of CO on various surfaces of Pd under vacuum conditions

and also drawn the conclusion that CO exhibits strong adsorption on Pd and Pt surfaces and

preferentially binds(1 1 1)facets[42,43]．During the reduction process CO molecules adsorbed

on PdPt Can be removed by applying a high temperature or an electrochemical oxidation

potential，which makes it easy to clean the surface of the as-prepared CO-capped

nanocrystals．
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Table 4．1 Table illustrating the composition and the electrochemical performance of different

electrocatalysts towards methanol oxidation reaction(MOR)

Sample Pd：Pt 8ECSA 6E。nset 。Ifm。。(i／mA．cm。2)

Atomic ratio (m2．g-1) (Ⅵ W．r．t GSA

Experimental EDX XPS VS RHE

GO／Pd 100：0 25．62 0．64 0．086

GO／Pd．Pt．0 1 83：17 86：14 84．61：15．39 32．51 0．60 0．397

GO／Pd．Pt．02 66：34 65：35 63．88：36．12 43．24 0．55 0．846

G0／Pd．Pt．03 40：60 38：62 36．58：63．42 55．89 0．50 4．35

GO／Pt 0：100 39．42 O．62 0．987

8ECSA=Electrochemical Active Surface Area,6Eonset=Onset Potential for MOR activity，。Ifm“(i／mAcm。

2、w．r．t GSA=Maximum current for forward SCan ofMOR activity w．r．t Geometric Surface Area

Figure 4．1 TEM images ofthe(a)GO／Pd(b)GO／PdPt-01(c)GO／PdPt-02 and(d)GO／PdPt-03

composites．The scale bar is 50 nm．
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4．4．2 Structural Characterization

The structural and crystalline phases of GO／Pd and GO／PdPt composites were identified

by X-ray diffraction studies．As shown in Figure 4．2 the XRD patterns of GO／Pd composite，

diffraction peaks at 40．120，46．060 and 68．45。are ascribed to the(1 1 1)，(200)，and(220)

crystalline planes of the face centered cubic(FCC)structure of Pd．The diffraction peaks are

consistent with an FCC crystalline structure of bulk Pd(JCPDS，card no．46·1 043)．Figure

4．2 also shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of GO／PdPt composites，which exhibit

diffraction peaks of(1 1 1)，(200)and(220)planes谢th an FCC crystalline stmctl_lre．The

relatively broad diffraction peak observed in all the samples at 1 00 to 300 centered at

2目=24．5。corresponds to the(0 0 2)plane of graphene．All the peak positions of GO／PdPt

composites are found to be slightly shifted to lower diffraction angles compared、析t11 that of

GO／Pd composite．From the diffraction pattern of Pt(JCPDS，card no 04—0802)，(1 1 1)peak is

located at 20=39．73。．Considering the peak position of(1 1 1)more closely，it is evident that

the peak position is changed from 40．12。(GO／Pd)to 39．79。(GO／PdPt-03)by increasing the

concentration of Pt．For GO／PdPt composites，the diffraction peak values of(1 1 1)i．e．，

39．960，39．850 and 39．790 iS in between those of GO／Pd(40．120)and Pt nanoparticles

(39．73。)．These results could be attributed to the addition of Pt to Pd for the difference in

atomic size(Pt>Pd)and also an indication that Pd and Pt nanoparticles are well—mixed and

form alloy nanoparticles．[44'45】Alloying degrees of the bimetallic GO／PdPt composite were

calculated from XRD using Vegard’S law．

a(vapt)=a(va)—’kx(vt)4．7

where afedpt)and 3L(Pd)are the lattice parameters of PdPt／GO alloy and Pd／GO，k and XfPn

lattice constant and atomic fraction of Pt，respectively．The lattice parameters of GO／PdPt

alloy were calculated from the(220)peak position(0max)and the wavelength of CuKa

radiation(h0．

a r，12+k2+12、；Q=—L———上 4．8
2SinO

⋯

where a，九，0 and(hkl)are the lattice parameters，the wavelength of X—ray(1．54056 A)，the

peak position and the planes of atoms，respectively．

The lattice parameters obtained were 3．894，3．903 and 3．914 A for GO／PdPt．01，PdPt．

02 and PdPt-03，respectively．The atomic fraction of Pt inserted into Pd calculated from XRD

data Was 1 6．5．The alloying degree of PdPt in the catalysts is determined by the following

equation．

A坳叼deg删=磊孑X厩pt 4·9
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where(Pt／Pd)actIlal is the actual atomic ratio．The alloying degrees calculated for GO／PdPt-0 1，

PdPt．02 an

40．120 I
GO，Pd

I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

20(degree)

Figure 4．2 XRD patterns of GO／Pd and GO／PdPt composites．

XPS was employed to determine the surface elemental composition of the bimetallic

GO／PdPt-03 composite as shown in Figure 4．3．As displayed in Figure 4．3a，the XPS survey-

spectrum indicates only platinum，palladium，oxygen，nitrogen and carbon．The Cl s XPS

results shown in Figure 4．3b reveal the formation of various surface groups on the obtained

composite．The spectra could be reasonably deconvoluted into three main components

corresponding to the following carbon functional groups：C-C(284．5 eV)，C-O(286．5 eV)

and C=O(287．9 eV)[46,47]．The peak intensity associated with C．C bonds indicates that the

sp2-hybridized graphitic structure is predominant in the graphene support，while the peak
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composed of oxygenated functional groups WaS substantially reduced．The XPS profile of the

GO／PdPt．03 composite also shows signatures for both Pt and Pd(Figure 4．3c and 4．3d)．The

spectrum of 4f5，2 and 4f7／2 electrons of Pt appeared at 74．6 eV and 7 1．8 eV，respectively，with

an asymmetric nature，corresponding to the metallic Pt(0)state．Similarly，the spectrum of

3d5／2 and 3d3／2 electrons forPd appears at 334．9 eV and 340．6 eV，respectively，corresponding

to the metallic Pd(O)state．Compared to the standard metallic Pt(o)and Pd(O)states，these

values are slightly shifted to lower binding energies，suggesting that the electrons transfer to

Pt and Pd metals．Due to the large兀-兀conjugation on graphene，it Can be rationally presumed

that these electrons were from graphene，which would be evidence of a significant interaction

between the bimetallic PtPd alloy nanoparticles and graphene．The shifts in the binding

energy of Pt and Pd in bimetallic PtPd catalysts indicate a change in the electronic structure

of Pt and Pd．which could be attributed to the electronic interactions between Pt and Pd

atomic orbitals，leading to electron transfer from Pd to Pt due to the higher electronegativity

of Pt，f2。28)compared to Pd(2．20)．Such a variation has been also observed in the 1iterature

in th

Figure 4．3 XPS spectra of(md)GO／PdPt一03 sample．Observed regions were(b)C l s with deconvolution

results，(C)Pt4f and(d)Pd3d．
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The surface composition of catalysts can be evaluated by XPS and EDX．Botll

techniques allow the estimation of the chemical composition，but while for the EDX the

penetration depth of t11e X-ray probe is usually in the micrometer range，for tlle XPS the

penetration depth iS normally within the first nanometers．Thus，we can assume that by using

both techniques we can differentiate between the bulk and the near-surface chemical

composition with in t11e 1 O．20 nin range particle size．The EDX and XPS results are

summarized in Table 1．As shown in Table 1，the surface Pd／Pt atomic ratio of GO／PdPt

composites are smaller than that of the bulk atomic ratio determined by EDX，indicating that

a11 of GO／PdPt composites had Pt rich surfaces．

4．4．3 Electrochemical Performance

The as．synthesized mixed phase alloys with different Pd／Pt atomic ratios were evaluated

as electrocatalysts for methanol oxidation(MOR)，oxygen reduction reaction(ORR)，

methanol tolerant oxygen reduction reaction(MORR)． In order to calculate the

electrochemical active surface area(ECSA)，the cyclic voltammograms(CVs)curves of

GO／Pd．GO／Pt and GO／PdPt were recorded at room temperature in N2 purged O．1 M HCl04

aqueous solution at a sweep rate of 50 mV S～．As shown in Figure 4．4，there is hydrogen

adso印tion／deso印tion region(0．05-0．3 V)and surface metal oxidation／reduction region(0．4-

O．8 V、on the CV curves for all the three catalysts．From these CVs，their ECSAs were

determined by integrating the area bounded by the hydrogen adsorption curve and the

baseline in the range of 0．05．0．4 V(see Table 1)．The ECSA value Can be calculated by

QH／mq，where QH is the total electric charge of hydrogen adsorption and desorption on the

PtPd nanoparticles，m is the catalyst loading on the glassy carbon electrode in g and也e

charge of each actual active area assumed to be 210 gCcm～[52,53]．Figure 4．4 and Figure 4．5

compare the base CVs and LSV，respectively，of these catalysts in 0．1M HCl04 solution at a

scan rate of 50 mV S～．The value of ECSA calculated for GO／PdPt一03 was found to be 55．89

m29～。which is higher than GO／Pd，GO／Pt and other GO／PdPt composites．The increase in

ECSA should be attributed to optimized dispersion and size distribution of the PdPt NPs on

GO．

The electrocatalytic behaviors of GO／Pd and GO／PdPt catalysts toward methanol

oxidation were characterized by cyclic voltammograrn measurement shown in Figure 4．6．

The CV measurements of the samples were carried out initially in N2一purged 0．5 M HCl04

containing 1 M CH30H aqueous solution at a sweep rate of 50 mVs～．As shown in Figure 6，

each of curves includes a methanol oxidation peak during the forward SCan at around 0．7·1．1
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V and another anodic peak during the reverse scan related to the removal of incompletely

oxidized carbonaceous species such as CO formed in the forward SCan．
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Figure 4．4 Base CVs of of GO／Pd，GO／Pt and GO／PdPt composites in 0．1 MHCl04 at a scan rate of 50

mV／SvsRHE．

The onset potential of methanol oxidation observed with GO／PdPt-03 was 0．50 V．while

that for GO／Pd and GO／Pt was O．64V and 0．62 V，respectively．The onset potential丽t11

respect to the electro-oxidation mechanism of alcohol on Pt catalysts is basically related to
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the breaking of C-H bonds and subsequent removal of imenIlediates such as C0ad by t11e

oxidation with O‰supplied by Pt-OH sites or other sources to the electro．oxidation

mechanism of alcohol on Pt catalysts[54,551．This result indicates that the bimetallic GO／PdPt

demonstrated better performance for the promotion of C-H breaking and COad tolerance in

the methanol electro。oxidation．The maximum current density observed for GO／PdPt．03 was

4．35 mA cm～in the forward scan，while for GO／Pd and GO／Pt，it was 0．086 and 0．987

mAcm～，respectively．This maximum current density and enhanced catalytic activitv of

bimetallic PdPt alloy over pure Pd and Pt metals could be could be attfibuted to me bi。

functional mechanism．(1)The synergistic

been confirmed in the literature and to(2)

effect between Pt and Pd metals，which has also

the ligand effect．According to the d-band theory
of Hammer Norskov，the d-band center of Pd will be shifted upward when it is combined

with Pt because the lattice constant of Pt(3．92 A)is larger than that of Pd(3．89 A)，which is

consistent with the XPS observations of the negative shift of the binding energy for Pd in

binary PtPd catalysts[561．The increased electron density arou】：1d Pt would then cause Dartial

filling of Pt 5d bands，resulting in the downward shift of the d-band center and t11eⅥ℃akelling

of CO adsorption on Pt and potentially decreasing the CO poisoning effect，thus er山ancing

the activity towards methan01 oxidation．

E(V)VS。RHE

Figure 4．5 LSV peaks of GO／Pd，GO／Pt and GO／PdPt composites in 0．1 M HCl04 at a scan rate of 50

mWsVSRHE．
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The half-wave potential(EVE)of GO／PdPt-03 has been determined to be 0．609 V，which

is 60 and 68 mV higher than that of GO／Pt and GO／Pd catalysts，respectively．The diffusion-

limiting currents were obtained in the potential region below 0．4 V，whereas a mixed kinetic-
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diffusion control region Occurs between 0．4 and 0．8 V．The kinetic current Can be calculated

based on the Koutecky—Levich equation：

{：；+三
l ￡k ￡d

4．10

where i is the experimentally measured current，id is the diffusion-limiting current，and ik is

the kinetic current．Thus，the kinetic current Can be calculated by the following equation．
i 一￡×ld‰一而
m口ss activity 2一Ik

— m

wherem is the amount of the catalyst loading．

4．11

4．12

The diffusion—limiting currents assumed to be strongly affected by the structure of the

catalyst support material．The kinetic current calculated to be O．85 V．The ORR activities

were calculated at O．85 V VS．RHE with a rotation speed of 900 rpm．Among the three

GO／PdPt catalysts，GO／PdPt一03 exhibits the highest ORR activity and the ORR of all the

catalysts follows the order：GO／PdPt．03>GO／PdPt．02>GO／Pt>GO／PdPt．01>GO／Pd．

O．0
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Figure 4．7 ORR polarization curves of GO／Pd and GO／PdPt composites in 0．1M HCl04 at a scan rate of

50 mV／s vs RHE．

Figure 4．7 shows a comparison for the ORR of all the synthesized catalysts under

similar experimental conditions．On the other hand，although the polarization curves of the Pd

catalyst showed a well-defined current density in the diffusion-limited region，but its onset
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Doterlti“for ORR is much more positive than PdPt alloy catalysts．Therefore，the 0RR

activity order is as follows：Pd catalyst is characterized by lower intrinsic activity for ORR

compared to PdPt bimetallic catalysts．This is a clear indication of a better specific activity

due to a larger occurrence of active sites from PdPt collectively on the surface and lower

interaction with the support that provides a larger availability of catalytic sites for the ORR．

The open circuit potential of GO／PdPt alloy catalysts in oxygen saturated solution 1S slightly

higher than that of GO／Pd．suggesting that the oxygen adsorption on the alloy surface IS more

favored t11an t11at of Pd．Such evidence indicates that the activity of GO／PdPt alloys may be

鼬er increased by adding optimum composition of both the metals．The fuel cell tests done

in the literature with Pt catalysts supported on GO，used as cathode material，have shown

lo、Ⅳer Derformance than the Pt catalysts supported on C．It was believed that the ORR

diffusion-limiting currents were strongly affected by the structure of the catalyst supporting

material[571．Also the pure Pt based catalysts showed poisoning problems during electro

experiments．To avoid from poisoning factor Pd is combined with Pt．That is also proved

from the present results that PdPt bimetallic

characteristic diffusion and kinetic currents．

alloys have shown good ORR activity with

It is weU known that the crossover of methanol from the anode to the cathode leads to

the reduction of cell voltage in between 200 mV and 300 mV．Figure 4．8 shows the MORR

activity GO／Pd and GO／PdPt catalysts in the absence and presence of 1 M methan01．

Methan01 tole瑚1ce seems to be common with all GO／PdPt catalysts．A cathodic shift of 1 00

mV in the onset potential of GO／PdPt composites is observed，which may be attributed to the

small innuence of methan01．The high activity of these GO／PdPt methanol-tolerant catalysts

for oxygen reduction could be ascribed to the surface composition effect and the disordered

surf．ace s缸ucture of the GO／PdPt catalysts．Of course，a uniform dispersion of the GO／PdPt

catalysts in this work can also be an important factor in determining their activity for ORR in

the presence of methan01．Among the three GO／PdPt catalysts，GO／PdPt-03 exhibits the

highest tolerance to methanol and the methanol tolerance of all the catalysts follows也e

order：GO／PdPt．03>GO／PdPt．02>GO／PdPt．0 1>GO／Pt>GO／Pd．Methanol tolerance of the

catalysts could also be maintained by irreversible adsorption of Pd from the solution to

catalysts surface[581．The GO／PdPt．03 catalyst is found to be methanol-tolerant and exhibits

higher mass activity in the presence of methan01．However．it is interesting to note tllat no

methanol oxidation peak appeared in the oxygen reduction polarization curves of GO／PdPt_

03，GO／PdPt．02 and GO／PdPt．0 1 catalysts and the half-wave potentials are shifted slightly to

1ess cathodic values。which in principle indicated that these catalysts possess superior
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selective ORR activity in the presence of methan01．Thus，Pd is an interesting system to have

a control over the activity of the surface for methanol oxidation reaction and ORR．These Pd-

containing catalysts showed an oxygen reduction to the same extent both in the presence and

absence of methanol although Pd is more oxophilic than Pt．It is likely that some other factors

that we do not understand at this time may also influence the balance between the ORR
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4．5 Summary

We have demonstrated a novel and facile route for the anchoring of bimetallic PdPt

nanoparticles of different compositions on graphene sheets．Structural and morphological

characterizations of GO／PdPt composites are performed using X．ray diffraction．X．ray

photoelectron spectroscopy analysis and transmission electron microscopy．It is found that

PdPt bimetallic nanoparticles are successfully synthesized and uniformly artached on the

graphene sheets．The electrocatalytic and electrochemical properties of GO／PdPt composites

including methanol oxidation reaction (MOR)， oxygen reduction reaction (，oRg) and

methanol tolerant oxygen reduction reaction(MTORR)are studied in HCl04 aqueous

solution．The as。synthesized GO／PdPt composites showed higher electrocatalytic activit、，，

higher specific ORR activity and excellent poisoning tolerance for the methanol electro．

oxidation compared with graphene supported monometallic catalyst(GO／Pd)，due to the

combined effect of the composite with unique properties of graphene and alloying of Pd with
Pt·In particular，the prepared GO／PdPt composites with an(Pd：PO atomic ratio of 40：60

exhibits higher methanol oxidation activity with a larger ECSA，lower onset potential，higher

IF／IB ratio and high peak current density．The results Can be attributed to the collective effects

of the PdPt nanoparticles and the enhanced electron transfer of graphene．Furthemore．our
synthetic approach can be universally applied to decorate high quality graphene with dif．ferent

combination of alloys，which demonstrated much larger ECSA，improved e佑ciencv for

methanol oxidation to carbon dioxide and long．term stability．
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Chaper 5 Synthesis and Characterization of MoS2／GO．CNT
Composite for Electrocatalytic Application of Hydrogen

Evolution Reaction

5．1 Introduction

Hydrogen IS considered to be the cleanest and a promising next generation fueI resource．

Utilization of hydrogen as a promising candidate of future energy requires enviroment
mendlY，∞onomical and efficient HE production．Hydrogen production from warer splittin2
1s the most reliable and cost effectivemethod and has attracted great importance a11d attention

1n the Iast decade‘1-q。·The most effective catalyst for electrochemical hydrogen evolution

re∽tion(HER)should have the minimum potential to reduce the overpotenial and increaSe

the efficiency of this significant electrochemical process‘5·121．Up till now，Pt is considered to

be o鹏of the most promising electrocatalyst for the production of hydrogen from water

splitting陀actions 11．q．But，the catalyst made ofa Pt component caIl rarely meet the increasin￡
demands of 1ndustrial applications at low costs due to its extreme shortage and lligh price[14。
⋯·In order to change Pt with a new catalyst that are most abulldant in nature and cost

effective is a challenging part of the research．

10 thls end,researchers have proposed a number of efficient electrocatalysts for HER
比搬ions involving carbides，[171 metal alloys，[1

81
and transition．metal chalcogenides 1191．

Among these catalysts，two-dimensional MoS2 with exposed edges demonstrated verv

promlslng electrocatalytic activity towards HER and is a hot topic in the recent Ve2urs[4,20，211．

HoweVer，many functions of MoS2 have been limited by its low electrical conductivitv and

1nSumclentnumber of active sites[201．To circumvent these problems，MoS2 was hybridized
with carbon materials such as active carbon，carbon paper，reduced graphene oxide(GO)and
carbon nanotubes(CNTs)·Specifically，reduced graphene oxide with a high surface area call

sewe as a matrlx material for catalytically active MoS2 nanoparticles and enhance t11e

electrocatalytic HER efficiency[22-251．Furthermore，MoS2 is hybridized witll multiwall CNTs

to increase its electrical conductivity and the prepared catalysts presented good pe哟mallce
towards HER·⋯To enhance the electocatalytic HER perfo瑚ance of a catalyst，it is

1mponant to mcrease either the surface area of the catalyst loading or makillg a binder行ee

矗lm ajld 3D electrode structure[26,271 This Can be achieved by making a hybrid composite of
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GO and MWCNTs，which lcads to the formation of the catalyst with high surface area and

3D nanostructure．

GO has been used extensively due to its excellent physical and chemical properties

‘28，29】．The existence of functional groups on GO makes them easy to composite with other

nanomaterials such as nanoparticles，conducting polymers and carbon nanotubes．It may be

regarded as an amphiphilic molecule，since it possesses not only a six-membered aliphatic

ring on its planar sides and edges，but also sp2-bonded aromatic carbon regions[30,31]．The

oxygen containing functional groups makes GO hydrophilic and dissolvable in water，while

the aromatic regions offer active sites to make it possible to interact with other aromatic

molecules through兀．兀supramolecular interactions[32,33]．As a result，GO is very suitable to

suspend CNTs in water and this leads to the development of a new strategy for making GO-

CNT composites．

This chapter describes a facile method for the synthesis of a high—performance ternary

MoS2／GO—CNT composite catalyst through a wet—chemical strategy by depositing MoS2 onto

a reduced graphene oxide-multi-walled carbon nanotube support．The author characterizes

the resultant samples using field emission scanning electron microscopy(FESEM)，

transmission electron microscopy(TEM)，micro-Raman spectroscopy，X—ray photo electron

spectroscopy and X—ray diffraction(XRD)in order to prove the high quality nature of the as

obtained composite and to determine the reaction mechanisms．Up till now，Peng et aL，has

made a composite of CoS2／GO-·CNT with excellent electrocatalytic performance towards

HER and our group is the first to make a composite of MoS2／GO．CNT for HER【341．The

synthesis technique in Our work is based on a hydrothermal process by mixing aqueous

dispersion of GO and CNT to make a 3D hybrid GO-CNT composite．Then，MoS2 was

grown on the surfaces of GO-CNT substrate hydrothermally which leads to the formation of

3D hybrid MoS2／GO-CNT composite．The ideal combination of MoS2 and the 3D GO-CNT

composite provide the resultant robust MoS2／GO—CNT hybrid with integrated properties，

such as large specific surface area，high electrical conductivity，good stability and durability．

Therefore，the as-prepared hybrid MoS2／GO-CNT composite exhibited excellentperformance
towards the electrochemical hydrogen evolution(HER)witll low overpotential and high

current densities．

5．2 Hydrogen Evolution Reaction

A hydrogen evolution reaction is the production of hydrogen through the process of

water electrolysis．The hydrogen evolution reaction(HER)is intensively explored by
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experimental as well as theoretical research groups due to its simplest reaction mechanism．In

order to better understand the kinetics of cathodic HER，it is essential to determine the

mechanism of the reaction．This is usually done by characterizing the adsorption performance

and surface coverage of kinetically adsorbed intermediates such as hydrogen during hydrogen

evolution．The fundamental steps involved in the HERreaction is as follows．

Discharge reaction of a proton to form an adsorbed hydrogen atom，known as Volmer

reaction【35】

M+H++e一一HM 5．1

_ Combination of an adsorbed hydrogen atom with a proton and an electron to form

molecular hydrogen，known as Heyrovsky reaction[361

HM+H++e一_÷H2+M 5．2

·Combination of two adsorbed hydrogen atoms to form molecular hydrogen，known as

Tafel reaction[371

2(HM)_也+M 5．3

The overall reaction will be

2H++2e一_H2 5．4

This reaction can occur in two different reaction pathways，the Tafel．Volmer[35,37]and

the Heyrovsky．Volmer 135,36]pathway．Molecular hydrogen is formed by the recombination of

two adsorbed hydrogen atoms in the Tafel-Volmer reaction．The Heyrovsky-Volmer reaction

describes the formation of molecular hydrogen from one adsorbed hydrogen atom and one

proton from the electrolyte which is discharged at the adsorbed hydrogen atom on the

surface．Therefore the adsorption of atomic hydrogen is the important issue．

A common and most fundamental representation of the polarization of an electrode

supporting one specific reaction is given in the Butler-Volmer equation：

irPⅡc“。n=i。{exp(一卢而nF 77re口cc￡。n)一exp((1一卢)而nF 77re口ccf。札 5．5

where ireaction is the anodic or cathodic current，i0 is the exchange current，B is the charge

transfer barrier coe珩cient for the anodic or cathodic reaction，usually close to 0．5。n is the

number of contributing electrons，R is me gaS constant(8．3 14 J mol以K．1)，T is the absolute

temperature(K)and F corresponds to 96485 C／mole of electrons．

When qreaction is cathodic，i．e．一ive，the second term in the Butler．Volmer equation turn

out to be negligible and the cathodic current density(ic)Can be stated by a simpler equation

and its logarithm on both sides．

iren硎。n=ic=io exp(-百flrtF 77re口cc咖) 5．6

‰口c渤n=77c=bcl。g，。(杀) 5．7
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、Ⅳhere bc is the cathodic Tafel coefficient pronounced in the equation that can be attained

from the slope of aplot of q against log Iil，with the intercept yielding a value for i0·

b，=一2．303：R=T
5．8

。P 7￡f．

In the same way。when qreaction is anodic，then

b口=2．303而RT 5·9

The electrocatalytic activity can be described by the exchange current density j 0，which

is reliant on the electrode material and the concentration of educts and products．A classical

representation is the plot of log jo versus the adsorption energy AGad of the hydrogen to the

metal resulting in the SO called Volcano plot[381．Both branches of the plot end in a vertex

where△Gad≈0[391．Typically，noble metal catalysts such as Pd，Pt，etc．or alloys of these

metals are situated near the top of the volcano(Figure 5．1)．They display a neither too strong

nortoo weak interaction of the respective metal with hydrogen(AGad≈0)．

A suitable value to compare the activity of the different systems is the exchange current

density jo which describes the electrocatalytic activity of the surface and is dependent on the

sul矗ce殉nlcture aS weU as the collcen仃ation of educts and products．Conway and Bockris。珥u1

reported a correlation of the exchange current density j 0 to the electronic work function(p，

which deftnes the binding energy between electrons near the Fermi level and the material·

For HER。it was also shown that the logarithm of j 0 increases as the d character of the

material increases．The latter was explained by the fact that as the d character increases，more

electrons have paired spins and hence they require more energy to extract them resulting in a

decrease of AH of adsorbed hydrogen atoms．

O
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Parsons
t391

studied the relationship between exchange current density and the ability of

the electrode to adsorb atomic hydrogen in terms of the standard free energy AGH．His

theoretical studies showed that log j0 reaches a maximum when AGH≈0．Metals such as Pt，

Pd，Rh，and Ir that adsorb moderately hydrogen have high values ofj 0．

Trasatti‘3
81
achieved two properly parallel lines for the exchange current density jo being

plotted versus the work function．The rate and mechanism of HER depends on the bond

strength between metal and hydrogen atom(M-H)．A pass through a maximum is suggested

and a similar volcano shape curve was reported by Krishtalik and Delahay【421．Pt is close to

the top of the volcano curve where the Pt—H bond is neither too strong nor too weak．

Layered materials have been broadly used in catalysis in their pure forms as well as

doped and composite forms．MoS2 nanostructures have been normally used as catalysts in

catalytic reactions such as hydrodesulphurization and more lately for hydrogen evolution

reactions．The catalytic activity is generally attributed to the unsaturated sites at the particle

edge surfaces，parallel to the hexagonal axis of lamellar MoS2 structures．For HER，a

systematic investigation of surface sites on MoS2 nanoparticles of Au(1 1 1)have revealed

that hydrogen evolution correlates linearly with the number of edge site on the MoS2

catalyst．【4jJ Hence，the key factors for optimization of the HER activity in MoS2 are

increasing the catalytic activity of the active sites，enhancing the number of active sites

(MoS2 layer edges，therefore the applications of structures such as nanoribbons are advised)

and increasing the electrical contact to the active sites(which is provided by the planar routes

for electrons within the 2D structure)．The integration of layered MoS2 with the

morphologically compatible graphene has also shown promise in increasing the catalytic

activity．The addition of graphene to MoS2 increases the electronic conductivity of the

electrode，thereby improving the overall activity．Li et aL，have confirmed that few layered

MoS2 structures synthesized on graphene sheets show improved electrocatalytic activity in

HER which has been attributed to the abundance of exposed MoS2 edges on graphene and

their excellent electrical coupling”

5．3 Experimental Procedure

5．3．1 Materials

Natural graphite powder and multi-walled carbon nanotubes(MWCNTs)were

purchased from Alfa Aesar；ammonium thiomolybdate((NH4)2MoS4)(99％)was purchased

from Sigma Aldrich；N2H4．H20 and N，N-dimethylformamide(DMF)were purchased from
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Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co．(China)．All reagents were of analytical grade and were

used as received without further purification．

5．3．2 Synthesis ofGO

The graphene oxide(GO)was prepared as mentioned in Chapter 3．

5．3．3 Synthesis of COOH—Functionalized MWCNTs

In a typical process，500 mg MWCNTs were refluxed in 60％HN03(50 mE)solution

for 24 hours．After cooling to room temperature the MWCNT—COOH mixture was first

diluted with 1 00 mL deionised(DI)water and then vacuum filtered through a 0．45 gm PTFE

Millipore membrane and thoroughly washed with D1 water until pH become neutral·The

filtered solid was then dried under vacuum for 24 hours at 50 oC．

5．3．4 Synthesis of GO-CNT Composite

From the above synthesized GO powder 1 5 mg Was dispersed in D1 water and

uhrasonicated for 30 minutes．Then，30 mg of acid treated MWCNTs Was added to GO

aqueous dispersion under sonication for approximately 30 min．The mixture was

subsequentlv sealed in a 50 mL Teflon．1ined autoclave and maintained at 200”C for 24 h．

ARer the mixture Was cooled in room．temperature with natural convection，a black

precipitate was obtmned．The as．obtained precipitate Was freeze-dried overnight for use in

subsequent experiments．

5．3．5 Synthesis of MoS2／GO—CNT Composite

In a typical synthesis of MoS2／GO．CNT composite，1 2 mg of GO-CNT powder were

dispersed in 20 mL DMF by ultrasonication for 30 min．Then，32 mg of(NH4)2MoS4 was

added to it and ultrasonically dispersed at room temperature for another 30min in the DMF

solution until a clear and homogeneous solution is achieved．After that，0．2 mL of N2H4．H20

was added．The reaction solution was further sonicated for 1 5min before transferred to a 50

mL Teflon-lined autoclave．It Was heated in an oven at 2 1 0 uC for 24 h，and Was cooled down

to room temperature naturally．The black precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 1 2000

玎)m for 1 0 min，washed with D1 water several times until all of the DMF was removed and

“ed overnight at 50 oC．The synthesis procedure of pristine MoS2 was similar to that

described above．but without adding GO．CNT and replacing the DMF with water．The

synthetic mechanism is shown in Figure 5．1．
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5．3．6 Characterizations

The morphology and microstructure of the samples were characterized by field emission

scanning electron microscopy(FESEM)，transmission electron microscopy(TEM)，X-ray

diffraction(XRD)，Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectrometry(xPs)．The

surface morphology of the samples was examined by using FESEM(JEOL，JSM一6700F)．

The microstructure，morphology and electron diffraction pattem of the products was also

studied by transmission electron microscope(HRTEM，JEM-20 1 0)．The Compositional

analysis and concentration of elements were achieved by energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy(EDX)attached谢th FESEM．X-ray diffraction(XRD)was carded out on a

Rigaku powder X-ray diffractometer．X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS)spectrum was

collected using SPECS system(PHOIBOS 1 50，Germany)with A1 Ka radiation(h=1 486．6

eV)．Raman spectrum of powder samples were recorded on using LabRAM HR Raman

microscope having Nd．YAG laser with a 532 nnl excitation source．

5．3．7 Electrochemical Measurements

Before each electrochemical experiment，a glassy carbon(GC)electrode(O．1 96 cmz

geometric surface area)was first polished with alumina slurries(A1203，0．05 pm)on a

polishing cloth to obtain a mirror finish，followed by sonication in O．1 M HN03，0．1 M

H2S04，and pure water for 1 0 min，successively．Then the catalyst in pure water was drop-

coated on the polished electrode surface by a microliter syringe，followed by drying in

vacuum at room temperature．Afterward，the catalyst was covered with a thin layer of Nafion

(0．1嘶％in water，5 pL)to ensure that the catalyst was tightly attached to the electrode

surface during the electrochemical measurements．Voltammetry measurements were carried

out with a CHl750D electrochemical workstation．To measure the HER activity，O．1M HCl04

solution was bubbled for 30 minutes丽tll N2 gas．Then，the catalyst loaded with GC electrode

was immersed and rotated、析tll 1 000 rpm using rotating disk electrode work station at 5 mV／s

SCan rate by linear sweep voltametric(LSV)method with continuous purging of N2 gas．

Durability test for HER Was also carded out with similar conditions as above for HER in

0．1M HCl04 solution at a scan rate of 1 0 mV／s SCan rate with 1 000 rpm rotation speed up to

1 000 cycles．
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5．4 Results and Discussion

5．4．1 Morphology and Mechanism

The strategy for the synthesis of ternary hybrid MoS2／GO-CNT composite is illustrated

in Figure 5．2．For this purpose，we initially prepare GO via the Hummer’S method which

contains a large number of oxygenated functional groups that allow GO to be well-dispersed

in water．In addition，we also prepare MWCNTs and they were functionalized with COOH．

FESEM analysis was performed on GO and MWCNTs and the results are reported in Figure

5．3．A representative sheet structure of GO is shown in Figure 5．3a．The reduced graphene

oxide demonstrates typical wrinkled structure that produced sheet folding．As shown in

Figure 5．3b，the nanotubes have a long，tubular topology with smooth surface and they are he

nld together into bundles．

、f、、。C、T≮

Figure 5．2 FESEM images of(a)GO and(b)COOH-functionalized MWCNTs

loS：

Figure 5．3 Schematic illustration ofthe synthesis of MoS2／GO-CNT composite．
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The锄phiphilic n籼e of GO sheets can serve as surfactant；CNTs c趾be diSp盯sed

into indiVidual ones after ultrasonication and adsorbed onto the GOSurface．This results m

the adsorption of CNTs onto me surface of GO through丁【·7c attracti。ns[321．Further trea恤ent

of the Go and CNT aqueous dispersion hydrothermally leads to the forination of reduced

G0．CNT composite via we出interactions，such as丁c‘兀stacking，Vall·der Waals forces,

hvdrogen bonding and addRional interactions[441．The as。prepared GO_CNT composltehas

well．defined and interconnected 3D porous microstructure，and the CNTs盯e randomly

distributed inside the gr印hene sheets(Figure 5．4)．The ternary Mos2／GO-cNT composlte

was obtained by the in-situ铲owch of MoS2 onto the surfaces of GO-CNT composite衄ou鲈

a simple hydrothemal process．In
this method，the use of reduced G0 together聊th

MWcNTs not only incre：ases the specific contact area，which enables the transporrt o±me 10ns

and electrons，but also offers more exposed active sites for the anchoring of MoS2 precursors

and觚her MoS2 nucleation【4，34，45】．The growth of MoS2 on GO-CNT comp删e c肌

improve也e effective interaction between the active materials and the 1iquid elec仃olyte，

which in resuh gi、，es excellent electrocatalytic HER properties·In
other words,1‘maIntalns a

200d co皿ection bet、veen the catalyst and a carbon electrode， and a strong electrical

Figure 5．4(a)L。w and(b)high magnification FESEM images。f GO-cNT c。mp。site·

The morphologY of the MoS2／GO．CNT composite samples and PriStine MoS2 were

0bsen，ed using FESEM and TEM，and the results are shown in Figure 1·F19ure la shows

FESEM image of the pristine MoS2 with a spherical morphology mainlY consisted of 2D

sheet．1ike petals iIl眦dom orie删ionS．Figure 5．5b，5．5c and 5．5d show FESEM images of

MoS2／GO．CNT composite．It reveals that GO—CNTs surfaces have been uniformly decorated

with MoS2 naJloparticles．These hybrid nanocomposites have a clear and interconnected three
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dimensional porous network．The partial coalescing or overlapping of graphene sheets results

in the formation of cross—linking sites of the framework of hybrid，and the pore sizes of the

network are in the range of several submicrometer to micrometers．The high magnification

SEM image in Figure 5．5d revealed．that most of the CNTs and GO sheets are well-decorated

with MoS2 nanoparticles．

Figure 5．5 FESEM images of(a)pristine MoS2 and MoSz／GO·CNT composite．(b)Low，(C)and(d)high

magnification images of MoS2／GO-CNT composite．

TEM has further been employed to characterize the nanostructure of MoS2／GO。CNT

hybrid．Figure 5．6a and b display that MoS2，GO and MWCNTs are randomly oriented

having a disordered structure．The creation of MoS2 sheets on GO-CNT surface is greatly

bothered by the oxygenated and carboxyl functional groups in GO and MWCNTs．In the

development of the hydrothermal process，MoS2 may grow via precursors on these highly

active sites to form seeds on the CNT and GO surfaces[46】．Therefore．the creation of the

MoS2／GO-CNT composite structure went through many nucleation and growth processes on

the relevant sites of GO and MWCNTs and thus，creating an assembly of MoS2 on GO-CNT

matrix witll randomly oriented and disordered 3D structure．In order to further investigate the
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structural information of MoS2／GO．CNT，HRTEM were carried out，as presented in Figure

5．6c．It can be clearly seen that the samples is made up of a few—layered MoS2 nanosheets．

The interlayer distance measured from HRTEM image is 0．62 nm，which can be assigned to

the(002)plane of MoS2．This result coincides well with the results of XRD．

The elemental composition of the GO--CNT and MoS2／GO·-CNT composites were

carded out using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy(EDS)integrated with FESEM

instrmnent，as expected in Figure 5．7．From the EDS measuremems，it Can be seen that

molybdenum，sulfur and carbon are present in the hybrid composite．It is also noted that the

concentration of carbon is decreased while the concentration of oxygen is increased in the

Figure 5．6(a)TEM and(b)HRTEM images of MoS2／GO—CNT composite．
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Figure 5．7 EDS spectra of GO--CNT and MoS2／GO··CNT composites
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5．4．2 Structural Characterization

The structural and crystalline phases of the MoS2／GO-CNT composite and pristine

MoS2 are characterized by X-ray diffraction(XRD)，which is shown in Figure 5．8．The

diffraction peaks observed at 20=14．2。，33．2。and 59．0。，which correspond to(002)，(100)

and(1 1 0)planes of MoS2．The diffraction peaks are consistent with an orthorhombic phase of

MoS2(JCPDS no．37-1492)．The strong and more broadened diffraction(002)peak around

1 4．2。with 0．62 nlTl spacing indicates the natural layered structure of MoS2 along the c-axis．

All the peak positions of the MoS2／GO—CNT composite are found to be slightly shifted to

lower diffraction angles and also the intensity of the peaks become more weaker compared

with that of pristine MoS2，representing that the incorporation of GO-CNT can further

suppress the stacked natural layers of MoS2．Additionally，the more intense peak observed in

the XRD spectra of MoS2／GO—CNT at 20=26．1。corresponds to the(002)plane of graphene

【47】
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Figure 5．8 XRD spectra of pristine MoS2 and MoS2／GO—CNT composite．

XPS was employed to determine the chemical state，type，and extent of the surfaces of

the MoS2／GO-CNT and GO·CNT composites(Figure 5．9)．As shown in Figure 5．9a，the XPS

survey-spectrum indicates only molybdenum，sulfur，oxygen，and carbon elements．The Cl s

XPS results shown in Figure 5．9b reveal the formation of various surface groups on the

obtained composite．The peaks of Cl s spectra are assigned to three components that
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correspond to carbon atoms in the respective functional groups：the C—C bonds，the C—O

bonds，the carbonyl carbon(C=0)and the 7【．兀宰．[48,491

Binding Energy(eV)

(d)

Binding Energy{eV)

一 一

280 282 284 286 288 290 292 294 296

Binding Energy《eV)

Binding Energy《eV)

Figure 5．9(a)X。ray photoemission spectroscopy(XPS)profiles of GO-CNT and MoS2／GO—CNT hybrid

samples．(b)Curve fit of the C l s peak of GO-CNT．(c)Curve fit ofthe C l s peak of MoS2／GO．CNT．(d)

Curve fit ofM03d peak ofMoS2／GO—CNT．(e)Curve fit ofS2p peak ofMoS2／GO—CNT．
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The peak intensity associated with C-C bonds indicates that the sp2-hybridized graphitic

structure is predominant in both the composites，while the peak composed of oxygenated

functional groups was substantially reduced(Figure 5．9b．c)after the hydrothermal process．

Moreover，after the formation of MoS2 onto the surfaces of GO．CNT，the peak intensitV of

oxygenated functional groups slightly increased，and peaks corresponding to the binding

energies of M03d and S2p appeared．The deconvolution of M03d spectra in Figure 5．9d

reveals the two doublets 3d5／2 and 3d3／2 at 229 eV and 232．1 eV，respectively，representing

the 2H phase of MoS2，while the peaks observed at 230．3 eV and 233．5 eV，respectivelv。

representing the two doublets(3d5／2 and 3d3／2)of 1T phase of MoS2[501．The peak positions

of 1 Y phase of MoS2 are lower shifted compared to 2H phase of MoS2．

In addition，some more peaks were observed at 232．8 eV and 235．9 eV，respectivelv，

indicating the presence of the oxide phase of Mo(M003)[511．The S2p band in Figure 5．9e

exhibits a main peak comprised of two Spl／2 and Sp3／2 doublets．The first doublet，with

peaks located at 1 6 1．5 and 1 62．9 eV are attributed to the 2H phase of MoS2．The second

couple，with peaks located at 162 and 163．8 eV is attributed to the 1T phase of MoS，【20】．

From the intensity and area of M03d and S2p spectra，it is obviously understood that 2H is

the dominant phase in MoS2／GO．CNT composite[521．In conclusion of the XPS results，it is a

significant fact that there appears an interaction between MoS2 and GO．CNT in the

composite，which iS derived from the electron transfer between closely contacted MoS2 and

GO-CNT surfaces，thus the interaction of electrons between MoS2 and GO．CNT can

efficiently increase the conductivity of the ternary hybrid．

Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the structural features of the formation of

MoS2／GO-CNT composite．Figure 5．1 0 shows the Rarnan scattering of the composite sample

compared with that of the pure MoS2．In the range from 350 to 450 cm～，the spectra of pure

MoS2 and MoS2／GO-CNT composite have the identical peaks．The two dominant peaks of

pure MoS2 at 378 and 405 cm～correspond to the E129 and A19 modes of the hexagonal MoS2

crystal，respectively．The E129 mode involves the in-layer displacement of Mo and S atoms，

whereas the Al g mode involves the out—of-layer symmetric displacements of S atoms along

the c—axis
L53J

The Raman spectra of MoS2／GO-CNT composite compared to the pure MoS2

show in—plane E129 mode and out-of-plane A19 mode at about 381 and 407 cm一，respectively．

This result indicates a red-shift of 3 and 2 cm～，which agrees with a classical model of

coupled harmonic oscillators predicting softening of the vibrations with an increase in the

number of layers。州Moreover，the filll width of half-maxima(FWHM)of the first．Order

Raman modes is a good estimation for finding the effective size of the nanoparticles．The
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FWHM of E129 and A19 modes were increased from 5 and 6 cm。1 for pristine MoS2 to 1 3 and

1 2 cm～for MoS2／GO．CNT composite．In addition to the E129 and A19 modes，an asymmetric

peak and Rarnan．inactive A2u mode has arisen at 452 cm～，which is activated by the strong

resonance effect and is considered as a superposition of a second—order process involving the

longitudinal acoustic phonon scattering．This peak is otherwise considered to be associated

withthe oxi

320 360 400 440 480 520

Wavenumber(cm硝》

Figure 5．10 Raman spectra ofthe E129 and Alg vibrational modes for pristine MoS2 and MoS2／GO．CNT

composite．

To detect the ordered and disordered crystalline structure of graphene，we have also

measured the Raman spectra of all the samples in the region from 1 1 00 to 1 800 cm～．Figure

5．1 1 shows the Raman spectra of reduced GO，COOH．functionalized MWCNTs，G0．CNT

and MoS2／GO-CNT composite．In all four samples，two main peaks were detected and Can be

assigned to the D(E29)and G(At0 band，respectively．In general，the D band is ascribed to

defects and disorder in the hexagonal graphitic layers，while the G band is ascribed to the

vibration of spz carbon atoms in a 2D hexagonal lattice．Therefore，the ratio of intensities of
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D and G bands(ID／IG)is an indication of the graphene quality【56】．The ID／IG ratio of reduced

GO，COOH-functionalized MWCNTs，GO·CNT and MoS2／GO—CNT composite calculated

are 1．1 5，1．1 8，1．20 and 1．25．This increase in the ID／Io ratio strongly suggests the formation

of G0．CNT composite and MoS2 layers formation on the surfaces of the GO and CNT，

which promotes to increase the disorderness of GO and CNT in the composite and results in

an overall increase in the ID／Io ratio．The FWHM of D and G band was found to enhance up

and blue·-shifted by the formation of MoS2／GO·-CNT composite as compared to GO--CNT

composite．This enhancement also indicates the increase in disordemess due to the formation

of MoS2 on the surfaces of GO and CNT．Therefore，the high ID／IG ratio and blue-shifting of

the Raman bands in the composite spectrum could be assigned to the formation of covalent

bonding between MoS2 and GO-CNT composite．
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Figure 5．11 The D and G bands ofthe Raman vibrational modes ofreduced-GO，COOH-functionalized

MWCNTs，GO．CNT and MoS2／GO．CNT composite．Their corresponding peak positions，FWHM and

height of D and G respectively，are also visible in the table．
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5．5 Electrochemical Performance

The electrocatalytic Hydrogen evolution reaction activities of MoS2／GO-CNT

composite deposited on a glassy carbon electrode in O．1 M HCl04 solution using a typical

three electrode setup．Figure 5．12 shows the polarization curves of the samples measured in a

O．1 M HCl04 solution with a scan rate of 5 mVs～at room temperature．For comparison，the

HER activities of a commercial Pt catalyst and bulk MoS2 were also measured．As expected，

the commercial Pt catalyst shows higher HER activity with almost near zero overpotential．

On the other hand，the polarization curve measured forMoS2／GO-CNT composite showed an

onset potential of 3 5 mV versus a reversible hydrogen electrode(RUE)，beyond which the

cathodic current rose rapidly under a more negative potential(Figure 5．12a)．Moreover，

pristine MoS2 showed an onset potential of 2 1 0 mV，which reflects much lower HER activity

compared with the composite．A Tafel plot was drawn to investigate further the

electrochemical properties of the material by fitting the linear portions of the Tafel plots to

the Tafel equation n 2 b logj+a，where rl is the overpotential，J is the current density，b is

the Tafel slope)。Tafel plots represented in Figure 5．1 2b show a small Tafel slope of-3 8 mV

per decade for MoS2／GO-CNT composite，much lower than-1 04 mV per decade for pristine

MoS2 and slightly higher than 3 0 mV per decade for the Pt／C catalyst．By extrapolating the

Tafel plot．the exchange current density of MoS2／GO-CNT composite can be calculated as

2。02x 1 0q mA cm～．The Tafel slope of MoS2／GO．CNT composite follows the mechanism of

Volmer-Heyrovsky，represented as equation(1)and(2)，and the rate determining step is the

electrochemical desorption of hydrogen(Hads)．The possible HER mechanism in high alkaline

media comprised ofthe following three steps[57】．

The first step is the electro reduction of water molecules with hydrogen adsorption；

Volmer reaction：M+H30++e一—÷MH口ds+H20 b=120mV 5．10

The first step is followed either by the second step，which is the electrochemical

desorption of hydrogen(Hads)

Heyrovsky reaction：M以ds+H30++e一一M+H2+Hz0 b=40mV 5．11

or the third step，which is the chemical desorption or the recombination of hydrogen(Hads)

Tafel reaction：MHads+MHnds—÷2M+H2 b=30mV 5．12

In the above chemical reactions，H2 is produced by the combination of either Volmer．

Heyrovsky or Volmer‘Tafel mechanism．Therefore．calculating the Tafel slope Call provide

the rate-determining step of HER．The measured Tafel slope in Our work is 3 8 mV per

decade，which is approximately near to the value of 40 mV per decade，proposing the

Hervosky reaction operates．4 Thus，the desorption step is the rate limiting step，which limits
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the kinetics of HER．The mechanism of HER not only depends upon the calculated Tafel

slope due to the difference of opinions in the published data，but also depends on the

electrical conductivity of the catalysts．The main problem with the use of MoS2 as a catalyst

is the low electrical conductivity between S-Mo-S sheets bonded by van der Waals forces．

The electrical conductivity of MoS2 Can be enhanced by modifying its structure either by

making a single layer or making a composite with good conductive matrix materials．This

result is evidently clear in our work，since the pristine MoS2 shows an onset potential of 1 04

mV／dec，while the composite with GO—CNT shows an onset potential of 3 8 mV／dec．The

high electocatalytic HER activity of MoS2／GO-CNT in our work Can be attributed to the

strong chemical and electronic coupling between MoS2 and GO—CNT composite witll the

e

E(v)VS．RHE E(V}vs．RHE

Figure 5．12 Linear sweep voltammogram measured in a 0．1 M HCIOd solution at a scan rate of 5 mVs‘1

and(b)corresponding Tafel slope of pfistine MoS2 and MoS2／GO-CNT hybrid samples．(C)Representative

cyclic voltammograms ofpfistine MoS2 and MoS2／GO-CNT composite measured in 0．1 M HCl04 solution

at a scan rate of0．5 mVs～between 0．0 V and 1．2 V．(d)A durability test ofthe MoS2／GO-CNT hybrid

catalyst measured in O．1 M HCl04 solution at a scan rate of 1 0 mV／s with 1000 rpm rotation speed up to

1 000 cycles．
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In a(1dition，we have also measured the cyclic voltammograms(CVs)of pristine MoS2

and MoS2／GO．CNT electrodes from 0 to 1．2 V(vs．mE)measured in O．1 M HCl04 solution

saturated埘th N2(Figure 5．1 2c)．There were two main oxidation peaks observed during the

anodic scan and two reduction peaks during the reversed scan in the CV curves·The first

oxidation peak observed at about 0．43 V(Vs．RItE)and the second oxidation peak was

obseⅣed at about 0．56 V during the anodic scan，which was accompanied by the appearance

of the two reduction peaks during the reversed SCan at about 0．41 V and 0．53 V to the two

oxidation peaks respectively．The peaks corresponded to the oxidation state of+4 to+6 m

HClod solution and the peaks during the reversed scan corresponded to the reduction state of

+6 to+4 phases ofMo[591．

High durability is importance for a good electrocatalyst in the practical application of

HER．The stability of the MoS2／GO．CNT composite was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry

fCVl sweeps between．0．2 and 0．1 V VS．mitE in the 0．5 M HCl04 solution．The

con．esponding current density．potential curves of the CV sweeps are shown in Figure 5。1 2d。

After the 1 000th cycle，the catalyst still performed as good as the initial cycle．Only a small

current degradation was observed in the final measurement．

5．6 Summary

In summary，we developed a three．dimensional hierarchical ternary hybrid composite of

m01ybde；num disulfide(MoS2)，reduced graphene oxide(GO)and carbon nanotubes(CNTs)

prepared by a two。step process．Firstly，reduced GO-CNT composite with three_dimensional

microstructure is synthesized through兀．兀interactions by hydrothermal treatment of an

aaueoUs dispersion of GO and CNTs and then MoS2 nanoparticles is hydrothermally grown

on the surfaces of GO．CNT composite．Raman analysis confirms the layered structure of

MoS2 and the attachment with GO．CNT composite．XPS data analysis also confirms the

existence of 1 T and 2H phases with 2H phase dominating in the composite．This ternary

composite shows superior electrocatalytic activity and stability in the hydrogen evolution

reaction fHER)with a low onset potential of only 35 mV，a Tafel slope of-38 mV／decade

and an apparent exchange current density of 2．02x 1 0q mA．This excellent electrochemical

performance as a catalyst for HER Can be attributed to the synergistic effects of 3D

nanostructured MoS2 grown on GO．CNT composite，with the highly exposed edges and

excellent coupling between the underlying graphene and hi．gh conductive CNTs．
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Chaper 6 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／PMMA

Polymer Nanocomposites

6．1 Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites recently have got an immense interest as a demand to mix

inorganic nanomaterials in organic polymers by creating new materials having excellent

physical，optical，mechanical and chemical properties[1-61．The most challenging part in the

synthesis of polymer nanocomposite is to achieve a uniform filler distribution inside the host

matrix．It has been understood from the literature survey that uniform distribution of

inorganic nanomaterial in the polymer matrix is not possible because nanoparticles tends to

agglomerate due to its high surface energy．Different strategies have been employed to

circumvent the agglomeration of nanoparticles inside the host matrix．One of the methods is

the ex．situ synthesis in which the nanoparticles are prepared independently，isolated and

purified．Consequently，they
are blended with monomer solution and in—situ polymerization is

carried out[71．The challenging part of this approach is the homogenous and good dispersion

of nanoparticles inside the host matrix and long term stability against aggregation is required．

The second approach is the mixing of precipitated nanoparticles inside a pre-formed polymer
matrix【8】．This approach includes a common solution mixing method in which nanoparticles

are dispersed and polymer matrix is dissolved separately，in a common solvent or two

different solvents which are soluble in each other．Therefore，the two solutions are mixed

together and thin films are achieved through spin coating or solution casting．This approach

also requires a good dispersion of nanoparticles in the suitable solvent and polymer matrix．

However，this requirement is fulfilled by the modification of nanoparticle surface with

different surfactants．The third approach is the in-situ precipitation of nanoparticles in the

organic matrix，which may consist of a bulk polymer，polymer solution or monomer[9-1 1]．

One of the main ideas behind this method is that polymer as a host does not provide a

sufficiently fluid environment to allow each nanoparticle to meet with each other by

diffusion；thus，the aggregation of particles may be prevented for reasons of kinetics[12-161．In

all of the above discussed methods，solution mixing is a cost effective way to achieve

nanocomposite thin films and provides more advantages than other conventional methods

include better dispersion of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix and reactions performed at a

very 10W temperature．
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Poly(methyl methacrylate)，or PMMA，is a key and essential thermoplastic for

numerous uses and especially for optical applications due to excellent transparency in the

visible region．Nevertheless，PMMA has limited properties，mainly its low toughness and

poor thermal stability．ZnO is a renowned semiconductor with an extensive band gap of

3．37eV，a large exciton binding energy of 60 meV and excellent radiation hardness 117]．It has

a refractive index of2．02 at wavelength of589 nin，a thermal conductivity of 1．16 W．m’1 K-1

at a temperature of 50”C and an electrical conductivity of O．02 S．cm～．A1l ofthese values are

substantially higher than those of PMMA，1．49，0．19 W．m‘1K。1 and 1016 S．cm一，respectivelV，

at the certain conditions【18哆By uniting these two materials，it WOuid have several

conceivable applications，such as in anti-reflection coatings，flame retardant materials，UV

protecting films，transparent barrier／shielding layers and coatings

Recently，there have been reports on the preparation of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites．

Agrawal et a1．L231 reported solution mixing of ZnO nanopartilces into PMMA and showed a

improved dispersion and good thermal stability of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite thin films．

Demir et a1．and Liu et a1．prepared PMMA／ZnO composite films through in．．situ

polymerization of methyl methacrylate(MMA)monomers in the existence of organically

modified ZnO nanoparticles[24-26]．Thermal stability and UV absorption properties were

described to increase with increasing the ZnO content．Whang et a1．and Hung et a1．have

reported on the luminescence of ZnO／poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate)films where the ZnO

particles had been formed by a sol／gel method and treated with a silane coupling agent before

the polymerization Was attained M．Liufu et a1．，inspected the thermal degradation of

polyacrylate／ZnO composites and recommended that the ZnO nanoparficles have equal role

in stabilizationand destabilization，depending on the temperature region【281．

In t11iS chapter．we emphasizes on the development of a facile solution based method to

synthesize PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite via a solution mixing and casting method，and

primarily investigate the structural，morphological and optical properties of the polymer

nanocomposites．In this method，we，firstly，prepare ZnO nanoparticles through sol—gel

method and theses nanoparticles were dispersed in PMMA through solution mixing method

using a common solvent N，N-dimethylacetamide(DMAc)．The structural，optical，

morphological and thermal properties of ZnO／PMMA nanocomposite with different ZnO

content were investigated．It iS found tllat ZnO nanoparticles with a size of 4．8 nln were

homogeneously dispersed in PMMA matrix and shows ahigh thermal stability．
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Chapter 6 Synthesis and Characterization of ZnO／PMMA Nanocomposites

6．2 Optical Properties of Polymer Nanocomposites

Optical properties and applications of polymer nanocomposites may be the first known

functions beginning from the earliest ages and have attracted observance for centuries．

Inorganic nanoparticles，specifically metals and semiconductors，have received increasing

consideration as‘transparent nano—fillers’for the polymer nanocomposites during the past

two decades．Polymer nanocomposites for optical applications take benefit of the optical

properties of materials that are hard to grow in single crystal form or that require protection

from the environment and give them the ease of processing afforded many polymers．In

addition，the inorganic nanoparticles Can be used to achieve specific optical properties，and

the polymer matrix is used just to hold the particles together and provide processability．In

this chapter，the ability of inorganic nanoparticles，such ZnO，to serve as optically effective

additives for polymer nanocomposites will be exploited．

The Size of the inorganic nanoparticles used as the nano-fillers is an important feature

that bothers many optical properties and applications of the polymer nanocomposites．For

instance，the emission spectra which includes photoluminescence of polymer and

semiconductor quantum dots nanocomposites is reliant on the size of quantum dots；the color

and refractive index of polymer and metal nanocomposites are also reliant on on the size of

metal nanoparticles．In conlmon，the major inevitability of inorganic nanoparticles to be used

as optically effective additives for transparent polymers is a small size，which must be less

than 40 nnq．Rayleigh’S Law Can be employed to evaluate the intensity of the light loss when

passing via a nanocomposite by scattering，as presented in equation 6．1：

丢=exp一{-{百30p．rr"3 L[磊np一1)) 6．1

where I is the intensity of the transmitted light and 10 is the intensity of incident light，12ID is

the volume fraction of the nanoscale particles，X is the length of the optical，r is the radius of

the sphere—shaped nanoparticles，九is the wavelength of the light used，np is the refractive

index of the particles，and nm is the refractive index of the polymeric matrix．It Can be

noticeably seen from Equation 6．1 that the loss of light by scattering phenomena severely

increases with particle size．Generally，40 nln is the limiting size for nanoparticle diameters to

circumvent intensity loss of transmitted light due to Rayleigh scattering[341．The

transparency／opaqueness is also reliant on the variance of the refractive index between

nanoparticles and the polymer matrix，and the dispersion or accumulation of nanoparticles

into the polymer matrix．When the refractive index of nanoparticles and the polymer matrix is

near，transparency Can also be accomplished with the bigger nanoparticles．Agglomeration of

nanoparticles into matrix material will cause a proliferation in opacity．The arrangement of
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nanoparticles into the polymer matrix is an additional substantial factor that bothers the

。ptical properties。f polymer nanocomposites．Disorderly distribution of separately diSpersed

nanoparticles helps in optical transparency，emissivity and photoluminescence，and UV

abs。rption；well_arranged nan。particles can lead t。the iridescence；while uniaxially arranged

nanoparticles Can lead to dichroism．

6．3 Experimental Details

6．3．1 Chemical Reagents

All chemicals were of the highest purity available and were used as received．

Polymethylmethacrylate(PMMA，<MW>=1 20．000 D)was purchased from Alfa Aesar

(China)·Zinc acetate dihydrate[Zn(Ac)2．2H20，99％1，potassium hydroxide(KOH，99％)and
DMAc were obtained from Sigma Aldrich(China)．

and were also purchased from Sigma．Aldrich．

All solvents used were of analytical grade

6．3·2 Synthesis of ZnO Nanoparticles

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized through a typical s01．gel process using

Zn(Ac)2·2H20 as a precursor material．In a typical procedure，2．1 95 g of Zn(Ac)2．2H20 Was

dissolved in 1 00ml of deionized water under stirring in the ambient armosphere．1．1 229 of

KOH was dissolved in 1 0ml distilled water and Was added to the above solution drop、析se

unde¨ontinuous magnetic stirring．After a few minutes，solution turn into aj elly fIonn and a

milky white solution was obtained；the mixture was then further heated for 3 hourS at 900C．

The product Was centrifuged twice and rinsed with alcohol and deionized w组er several times．

and air dried at 800C for 12 hours

6．3．3 Preparation of ZnO／PMMA Nanocomposite Thin Film

PMMA／ZnO nanocmposite films were prepared through a simple solution mixing a11d

casting method·DMAc Was selected as the solvent for mixing of ZnO nalloparticles into

PMMA because PMMA and ZnO nanoparticles are well dispersed in this solvent．In a typical

synthesis，1 g PMMA Was dissolved in 30ml of DMAc under continuous stirring at 70 oC．In

another beaker，different ZnO contents(0．5，1．0，1．5，2．0 wt％)were diss01ved in 20ml of

DMAc and the resulting solution was subjected to ultrasonic vibration for 30 min to break

apart the agglomerates．The resultant ZnO nanoparticles solution was added to t11e above

solution·The mixture was subsequently heated to 70 oC and stirred for 3 hou_rs．The product
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was again sonicated for 30 min．After sonication，nanocomposite films with a thickness of 2-

4 gm were obtained through film casting at 80 oC for 3 days．

6．3．4 Characterization Tools

The surface morphology of the samples was examined by using a field emission

scanning electron microscope(FESEM，JEOL，JSM．6700F)．The X-ray diffraction(xm9)

paRems of the products were recorded using Rigaku powder X—ray diffractometer with

CuKal source(L--1．5405 A)in 0-20 configuration．Thermogravimetric analysis(TGA)was

carried out using a TGA 7(Perkin Elmer)instrument at a heating rate of 5 K．min。1 over a

23—700 uC．Differential scanning calorimetry(DSC)measurements were performed on a

DSC Q 1 000 from TA Instruments at a 1 0 K．min_heating rate in a nitrogen atmosphere．

Room temperature optical absorption spectra in the UV and visible wavelength regions were

recorded on a Schimadzu spectrophotometer(SOLID3700)．Photoluminescence(PL)

emission was measured using Nd．YAG 1aser with a 325 nrn excitation source and recording

the luminescence with a spectrometer together with a photomultiplier tube．

6．4 Results&Discussion

6．4．1 Structural Characterization

The structural and crystalline phases of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites were identified by

X．ray diffraction studies．Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns for nanocomposite films loaded

with different ZnO contents．A1l the diffraction patterns revealed the broad non-crystalline

peak(13．38～ofPMMA and sharp diffraction peaks ofZnO nanoparticles【35J．The diffraction

peak intensities of nanocomposite films have been found to increase with increasing ZnO

contents in the PMMA matrix[361．These diffraction pattems show a highly crystalline

hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO with a lattice constant of a=3．245 and c=5．1 97 which are

consistent with the standard values for bulk ZnO(JCPDS card no．36-145 1)．

The average crystallite size iS calculated from the XRD pattern using the Scherrer’S

equation[371(Equation 6．21 with the integral widths corrected with the standard Si sample

(Equation 6．3)using the Cauchy-Lorentzian fit．The crystallite size was calculated from the

average of the high intensity peaks(100)，(002)and(1 0 1)and(1 1 0)of the hexagonal phases

ofZnO．

￡，=!：!苎 6．2
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Chapter 6 Synthesis and Characterization ofZnO／PMMA Nanocomposites

where，L is the average crystallite size，九is the wavelength(1．5405 A)of Cu KQl radiation，

p}11(1 is the instrumental corrected FWHM in radians and 0 is the scattering angle in degree．

The corrected instrumental broadening for Lorentzian is givenby

卢^见￡=卢me口sured一卢fn打um已nfⅡl 6．3

According to the data presented in Figure 6．1，the average particle size of the ZnO

nanocrystals determined on the basis of Equation(6．2)for the(100)，(002)and(1 0 1)

diffraction peaks was found to be about 1 4．4nm．The incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles into

PMMA produces neither new diffraction peak nor a peak shift，showing that nano ZnO filled

PMMA composite consists of phase separated structures，i．e．，polymer PMMA and ZnO

nanoparticle．
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Figure 6．1 XRD pattems ofPMMA／ZnO nanocomposite films loaded with different amount ofZnO

6．4．2 Surface Morphology

nanoparticles．

In the nanoscale range，a morphological investigation on the prepared nanocomposites

has been accomplished by analyzing SEM images of the PMMA／ZnO nanocomposffes and

the results are shown in Figure 6．2．Analysis of microscopy images clearly shows a nearly

uniform global distribution of the ZnO nanoparticles in the polymer matrix．It can also be

seen from Figure 6．2a，6．2b and 6．2c that ZnO nanoparticle，谢t11 average particle size of 4-8
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n／／1，uniformly dispersed in a largely amorphous phase of PMMA matrix．This uniform

dispersion is due to the s仃ong interaction of ZnO nanoparticle with the polar solvent DMAc，

used as the common solvent for mixing of ZnO into the polymer matrix，which plays a vital

role in breaking the agglomerates and produces the uniform dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles

in the final nanocomposite films[231．However，distinct local aggregation can also be found as

the concentration of ZnO nanoparticle increases in the polymer matrix(Figure 6．2d)．The size

of these local aggregates ranges from 1 0-20nm．These local aggregates were probably found

because of high surface energy of ZnO nanoparticles．It is a real and eminent fact that the

efficiency of the nanoparticles in improving the properties of the polymeric materials is

predominantly determined by the degree of its dispersion in the polymer matrix．The

significance of the described approach lies in the fact that it offers the same or an even

improved level of dispersion of ZnO nanoparticles into the polymer matrix，related to what

has been attained using previously reported methods，time-consuming and costly methods

【25，38，39】

Figure 6．2 SEM images of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite films with(a)0．5 wt％(b)1．0 wt％(c)1．5 wt％

(d)2．0 wt％filler contents．
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6．4．3 Thermal Properties

Pure poly(methyl methacrylate)is deemed to have poor thermal behavior．A study of

thermal degradation temperature of PMMA by TG exhibited that the polymer degrades in

three steps at 1 80，250，and 350 oC with a heating rate of 1 0 oC min～[401．The degradation

mechanisms are known as the scission of H-H linkage，the scission of the vinylidene end

group，and the random scission of the polymer main chain，respectively．In Our study，two

degradation steps were observed in the pure PMMA film，as shown in the Figure 6．3．The

first degradation step is observed at 1 50”C which is associated with scissions at the H-H

linkage and the unsaturated end group and the second peak observed at 3 5 5”C which is

attributed by the degradation of the polymer main chain．Moreover，PMMA polymerized in

the presence of oxygen environment will form sporadic peroxide linkages．In the presence of

oxygen，the thermal degradation of PMMA is suppressed predominantly at low temperature

[41,42]．The radical created from head．to．head scission and unsaturated end group Can react

、航th oxygen molecules and form more stable species which consequently improves the

thermal stability ofPMMA at low temperature．

The thermal stability of PMMA is improved by the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles

Figure 6．3 illustrates TGA SCanS of the pure PMMA film and PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite

film loaded witll different filler contents．It is clearly evident from Figure 3 that three main

peaks were observed with the incorporation of ZnO content．The first degradation step OCCurS

at 1 72，1 75，175 and 1 73”C，while the second degradation step OCCurS at 279，278，274 and

269 oC，and the third main degradation step OCCurS at 370，375，376 and 377 oC for 0．5，1．0，

1．5 and 2．0、玑％ZnO filler contents，respectively．The main random chain scission increases

from 3550C(neat PMMA)to 377 oC(2．0 wt％)．This enhancement of the thermal stability

Can be attributed to the nanoparticles preventing out-diffusion of the volatile decomposition

products．Two mechanisms are normally used to explain the increase in the thermal

degradation temperature of the polymer nanocomposites．Both mechanisms include

disruption of the physical and／or chemical environment of the polymer．The first mechanism

is simply consist of steric hindrance of polymer chain motion that decreases．thermally

induced strain on the polymer backbone and also reduces the number of chain--scission-·

promoting encounters with neighboring moieties[431．The second mechanism，which is not

well recognized in the literature，addresses the chemical inducing and inhibiting effects of

nanoparticle oxide surfaces．The localization of the charge arising from the carbonyl dipole

and similar surface moieties may be effective in promoting bond scission，particularly as the

charge destabilizes polymer units and promotes various scissions including the vinylidene
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decomposition．Contradicting this mechanism is the tendency for nanoparticles to act as

defect getters during the synthesis process，which reduces the concentration of H_H linkage

and unsaturated end groups during polymer degradation，thus stabilizing the composite
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Figure 6．3 TGA and DTG curves ofPMMA films before and after the loading of different amount of ZnO

nanoparticles，taken in nitrogen atmosphere．

In order to determine whether the enhancement in thermal stability is caused by chain

restriction，the glass transition temperature(Tg)of bare PMMA film and ZnO／PMMA

composite film was examined，as shown in Figure 6．4．Figure 6．4(a)shows DSC scans of

PMMA／ZnO composite films taken at 1 0 K．min～heating rate in a nitrogen atmosphere．One
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Chapter 6 Synthesis and Characterization ofZnO／PMMA Nanocomposites

can observe that the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles led to an increase in the glass

transition temperature of the PMMA matrix，as apparent by the peak maxima of the heat flow

curve．Since glass transition temperature(Tg)is directly related to the polymer chain

mobility．Thus，according to this concept，if nanoparticles are added to the polymer they will

hinder polymer chain motion and Tg will increase．On the other hand，there are data based on

studies of thin polymer films and on certain nanocomposites that show a decrease in Tg as the

film thickness(or the spacing between non．functionalized nanoparticles)decreases[451．The

main point of view is that if the polymer is not constrained at its boundaries，as in a bare film

or in nanocomposites of non—functionalized particles，the structural relaxation process Can

continue to a more stabilized state corresponding to a lower Tg．In this work，we observed the

glass transition temperature values of 92．39，106．65，1 1 8．54，94．97，1 10．35”C for neat

PMMA，0．5，1．0，1．5，and 2．0Ⅲ％films，respectively．

Figure 6．4(b)shows the variation in glass transition temperature(Tg)as a function of

the ZnO contents and reveals that the mixing of 1．5wt％ZnO leads to a maximum shift in Tg

towards higher temperature．In agreement with the TGA results，a decrease in Tg、^，ith a

further increase in filler content Can be ascribed to a slight increase in the degree of

aggregation at a higher loading of ZnO．The existence of enormous agglomeration in the

polymer matrix reduces a high free volume to the polymer chains，existing around the filler

domains，proposing easiness in their mobility．An increased Tg of the PMMA／ZnO

nanocomposite films appears to be affected mainly by confinement of the polymer chains

near to ZnO nanoparticle rather than by tethering due to little interaction between ZnO and

PMMA【461．
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Figure 6．4(a)DSC SCanS of PMMA／ZnO films loaded with different amounts ofZnO nanoparticles(b)

The variation in glass transition temperature(Tg)as a function ofthe ZnO contents．
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6．4．4 Optical Characterization

6．4·4·I UV-Visible Absorption Spectroscopy

The effect of the incorporation of ZnO nanoparticles in PMMA was investigated bv

U V-vlslble absorption spectroscopy．The absorption spectra of the PMMA based ZnO

n趾ocompoSite films at different ZnO loading contents are shown in Figure 6．5．Figure 6．5(a)

demonstrates the onset of absorbance for these films in the range 337．347 mn，w11ich call be

attributed to the excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band of Zn0．

上．urtherrnore，one can observe that the intensity of this band increase谢th an increase in ZnO

content·The onset of the absorption shows a red shift and therefore a decrease in the band

gap of ZnO with increasing the filler content in composite films．Yuwono Pf口正reDorrted

similar behavior for Ti02 nanoparticles dispersed into a p01yIller m枷x f47】．It should be

noted that the nonappearance of the absorption band in the visible region of these UV

absorption spectra indicates that the prepared PMMA／ZnO n觚ocomposite does not contain

color centers and Can readily be used as transparent UV．absorbing materials．

J ne oPtlcal transmissions of the nanocomposite films at two different wavelengths．that
1s at 350 and 550 11121，as a function of the ZnO content is shown in Figure 6．5(b)．As we
know that ZnO does not absorb in the visible region，hence we can assume that the 10ss of

transparencY m this visible region will be caused only by the scattering of nanoparticles．0ne
can detect from Figure 6．5(b)that there is an insignificant decrease in the transparencv of

composite films till the loading level is 0．5 wt％．Certainly，these values are very similar to

that of the pure PMMA film，i．e．92％[241．It proposes that，in this concentration眦ge，our
partlcles are smaH enough SO that scattering losses are insignificant，and the composite films
are nearly as transparent as PMMA itself．

PMMA films for 550 nm light at normal

It is a known fact that the transmission of pure

incidence is about 92％only accordingly of the

reflection losses on air／film，film／substrate and substrate／air interfaces and not for the reason

that o士absorption and scattering losses． An additional increase in the ZnO content of

composlte films丘．om 0．5 to 2 wt％causes a substantial decrease in transparency as,at higher

nu盯contents,particles are more likely agglomerated in the polymer matrix aJldhence

cenalnly cause optical scattering·It is noteworthy that transmission loss of such a multiphase

system depends 0n several limitations，such as the concentration of pat ticles，the refractive

1ndex dlfference between the particles and the polymer matrix，the size of the inorg疵c
domams 8nd the thickness of the films

studied．Furthermore，Figure 6．5(b)exposes t11atPM蝴nO nanocomposite films strongly absorb in the UV region，compare to that of the

V1slble one·‘Ihls can be ascribed to the wide band gap and hence the hi曲er absorption
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coefficient of ZnO nanoparticles in this spectral region【4引．It is also observed that with the

increase in filler comem transmission decays exponentially at 350nm．These results obviously

specify that the obtained PMMA／ZnO composites can be used as UV—shielding materials，

which are practically transparent in the visible region．

Wavelength(nm) ZnO content(wt％)

Figure 6．5(a)UV-Vis spectra of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite films loaded with different amounts of ZnO

nanoparticles．(b)Transmittance of PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite films as a function of filler content in the

UV(350 nm)and visible regions(550 mn)

6．4．4．2 Photoluminescence

Figure 6．6 shows the room temperature PL emission spectra of PMMA based ZnO

nanocomposite films at different ZnO loading contents recorded using an excitation at

325nm．Since the semiconductor ZnO nanoparticles，with sizes comparable to or below their

exciton Bohr radius，have characteristic electronic and optical behaviors due to exciton

quantum confinement phenomena【491．It is imminent that the room temperature PL spectra of

the ZnO nanoparticles show three main peaks，a UV peak near band-edge emission around

3 80 nln，a green emission peak around 520 nin and an orange-red emission around 600 nm．

The emission in the UV region is called the near band-edge emission，produced by the free-

exciton recombination and the visible region known to be deep—level emission appearing

owing to the structural defects and impurities in the structures．The PL spectra of

PMMA／ZnO nanocomposite films possess one obvious intrinsic UV emission peak in the

range of 378．3 8-379．1 1 nln，which corresponds to the exciton recombination related to the

near-band edge emission．Clearly，the intensity of UV emission peak(around 3 79)increased

as the concentration of ZnO nanoparticles increased in the polymer matrix．However，Figure

6 also indicate a broad deep level visible emission(DLE)ranging from 45 0-625 nln，centered
】n1
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at 5 1 6珈=11 for PMMA based ZnO nanocomposite films at 0．5，1．5 and 2 wt％Zn0 loading

contents．which iS attributed to the recombination between the electrons in a deep defect 1evel

or a surface defect level and the holes in the valence band[50-5 11．It is also clearly evident from

Figure 6．6 that deep level visible emission(DLE)has not been observed for 1．0叭％，

indicating pure ZnO nanoparticles with no defects．These results more clearly demonstrate

that the obtained PMMA／ZnO composites。specifically with no defects。can be used as UV．

shielding materials，which are practically transparent in the visible region．
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Figure 6．6 Room temperature photoluminescence(PL)emission spectra ofPMMA／ZnO nanocomposite

6．5 Summary

films loaded with different amounts of ZnO nanoparticles．

In summary，we demonstrated a very simple and facile solution mixing approach for the

synthesis of PMMA／ZnO nanocmposites．The prepared PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites possess

no color，high transparency，and good thermal stability，UV shielding capability，

luminescence and homogeneity．The chemical process involved solution mixing of ZnO

nanoparticles dispersed in DMAc with the PMMA matrix dissolved in the same solvent．The

effect of ZnO content on the physical properties of the PMMA matrix is investigated by X—

ray diffraction，field emission scanning electron microscopy，thermo-gravimetric analysis，
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UV—Vis absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy．It was found that pure hexagonal

ZnO nanoparticles with an average particle size of 4-8 nlTl were homogeneously dispersed in

the PMMA matrix．A significant improvement in thermal properties was observed with the

incorporation of 1．0 wt％ZnO nanoparticles．The prepared nanocomposite films are highly

transparent and a clear excitonic peak is observed in their absorption spectra．Measurement of

room temperature photoluminescence spectra shows intensive near—band edge emission peak

at 3．28eV without any structural defects for a nanocomoposite film witll a filler content of 1．0

wt％．Moreover，the PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites films were highly transparent and possess

good absorption of light in the UV region which Can strongly shield harmful UV light for

human health．The low cast，non-toxicity，long-term stability，bright luminescence，and high

UV shielding efficiency of final PMMA／ZnO nanocomposites make them extremely

promising and applicable as optical materials．
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